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AREA NAVIGATION IMPLEMENTATION FOR A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED
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This report describes the development of an area navigation program
and the implementation of this software on a microcomputer-based
Loran-C receiver to provide high-quality, practical area navigation
information for general aviation. This software provides range and
bearing angle to a selected waypoint, cross-track error, course
deviation indication (CDI), ground speed and estimated time of
arrival at the waypoint. The range/bearing calculation, using an
elliptical earth model, provides very good accuracy; the error does
not exceed more than 0.012 nm (range) or 0.09° (bearing) for a maxi-
wAm range to 530 nm. a-S filtering is applied in order to reduce
the random noise on Loran-C raw data and in the ground speed calcu-
lation. Due to the a-S filtering, the ground speed calculation has
good stability for constant or low-accelerative flight. The execu-
tion time of this softwars is approximately 0.2 second. Flight
testing was done with a prototype Loran-C front-and receiver, with
the Loran-C area navigation softvar demonstrating the ability to
provide navigation for the pilot to any point in the Loran-C cover-
age area in true area navigation fashion without line-of-sight and
range restriction typical of VOR area navigation.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This paper describes specific engineering work which 'has been
done to make Loran-C a more useful and practical navigation system for
general aviation. This work, in particular, deals with development of
new software, and implementation of this software on a (MOS6502) micro-
computer to provide high quality practical area navigation information
directly to the pilot. Flight tests have been performed specifically to
examine the efficacy of this new software. Final results were e::cep-
tionally good and clearly demonstrate the merits of this new Loran-C
are•z navigation system.
LORAN-C (Long Range Navigation) is a hyperbolic, radio navigation
system that has been in operation since 1958 [1). It uses ground *naves
at low frequencies to provide positional information, not xestrLeted to
line-of-sight [2]. This system can be used in nearly all weather con-
ditions to obtain position accuracies which are essentially independent
of altitude. As of 1983, it is not yet a complete navigation system in
the United States. In the Midwest, which constitutes one third of the
U.S. land area, coverage is deficient for some flight operations.
The VOR/DME (VHF Omni-directional Range/Distance Measuring
Equipment) navigation system is well known as the contemporary, short-
range navigation system which covers the whole United States with over
1000 stations, but this system is sensitive to siting and terrain, and
has limits for low altitude coverage because VOR is a line-of-sight
system. By relieving these shortcomings, Loran is considered to be a
possible supplement for VOR/TIME system 31.
The hyperbolic lines of position associated with Loran-C present
a problem for the pilot.	 Historically, the hyperbolic lines of position
do not convert readily to a meaningful display without comparatively
high airborne equipment cost.
	
However, the present availability of
microprocessors makes low-cost airborne coordinate conversion equipment
feasible.	 Contemporary technology provides for light-weight small-
volume equipment with a low power drain for small aircraft.	 Thus, auto-
matic Loran-C navigation can be made practical for general aviation
users simply by making use of a microcomputer.
In this paper, work is described indicating rather elementary
mechanizations that can provide the pilot very useful navigation at all
altitudes.	 This development of software provides Area (Random) Naviga-
tion (RNAV) information from Time Differences (TDs) in raw form using an
elliptical earth model and a spherical model.	 It is prepared for the
i	 microcomputer based Loran-C receiver which was developed at the Ohio
`	 University Avionics Engineering Center. 	 In order to compute naviga-
tional information, a microcomputer(MOS6502) and a mathematical chip
(Am9511A) were combined with the Ohio University Loran-C receiver.
Final data in the report reveals that this software indeed provides
accurate information with reasonable operation times. 14
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II.	 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The purpose of an air navigation system is to provide position
information to a pilot in all weather conditions. In order to achieve
this goal, certain operational factors, such as accuracy, coverage,
integrity and reliability must be considered.
A. Present-Day Navigation System.
1. VOR/DME system. Early air navigation relied heavily on
good visibility and pilot skill. However, increased interest in
aviation as a viable transportatitoX! system necessitated developing navi-
gation equipment that would provi&', guidance In all %mather conditions.
By the 1930s, radio navigation systems were being used routinely.
The VOR (Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range) was developed by the
end of the Second World War, and shortly thereafter, was put- into use
across the U.S. VOR was accepted as the international standard for air
navigation by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in
1949. VOR transmissions, which range in frequency from 108 to 118MHz,
provide signals which the airborne receiver uses to define an angular
bearing with respect to the transmitting station [4].
In the 1960's, DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) was added to VOR,
as a part of the colocated TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation) ground-.radio
beacon system [5]. DME determiners the distance from the VORTAC to the
aircraft, therefore, a VOR-DME station (or VORTAC) provides magnetic
bearing and the distance to the station for the pilot (figure 2-1). The
VOR/DME system is relatively easy to use and easy to visualize in a nav-
igation sense; hence, it has become a useful, practical system for civil
aviation users.
While the VOR/DME system satisfies most of today's enroute navi-
gational requirements, it has some notable disadvantages. One of these
is a result of the fact that VHF propagation is essentially line-of-
sight, meaning that there must be no ozstructions between the transmit-
ter and the receiver. Thus, low-altitude aircraft cannot receive signals
from behind mountains, or in valleys. Consequently, even with more than
1000 VOR stations operating in the United States, complete low-altitude
coverage is not provided. Further, there is a high cost associated with
the maintenance of 1000 stations. Moreover, low-altitude aircraft hike
helicopters may need additional systems to fulfill their navigational
requirements.
2. RNAV using VOR/DME. The definition of Area/Random Navigaticni
(RNAV) according to Advisory Circular 90-45A, is as follows [6);
'A method of navigation that permits aircraft
operations on any desired course within the
coverage of station referenced navigation
signals or within the limits of self-contained
system capability.'
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VOR/DME
Station
RNAV equipm,, "t (primarily VOR/DNE dependent systems) is now
available on the market which enables an aircraft to fly directly to any
destination within VOR/DME signal coverage area. A discussion of the
computations involved with RNAV is given in appendix A. Numerous equip-
ments are currently marketed to perform these coordinate translations,
conversion and rotations (e.g., King Radio Corp, KNS-81 Navigation
System).
Although a large number of RNAV routes have been established by
the FAA, the 'line-of-sight' problem has not been solved for low-
altitude navigation.
3. Other systems. There are other navigation systems, such as,
Non-Directional Beacons (NDB), Omega, inertial navigation, Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Loran-C.
The NDB, sometimes called ADF (Automatic Direction Finding), sys-
tem operates in the 200 to 1600 KHz bands to indicate the direction of a
selected ground station with respect to aircraft heading as depicted in
figure 2-2. This system is inexpensive but does not provide the guid-
ance affurded by VOR. For example, if there is crosswind, the aircraft
may drift with respect to the desired path [7]. A comparison between
VOR and ADF in the presence of a crosswind is shown in figure 2-3. And
also, ADF is only as accurate as the magnetic compass. 	 R-
omecnqits a vera^_	 (VILF)o_ 	 , low-frequency ^JLr; hyperbolic navigation system
which offers nearly worldwide coverage with eight stations. Position
determination is based on a comparison of phase values obtained from the
signal of three or more transmitting stations (figure 2-4). Inaccuracy
can be caused by ionospheric changes and conductivity of the ground.
Therefore, the system needs propagation-phase-correction for proper
phase stability. Lane skipping also causes inaccuracy. Consequently,
it is a suitable aviation aid primarily for long-range, oceanic naviga-
tion (8], or for updating inertial systems.
The inertial system is a completely self-contained navigation
system based on the measurement of aircraft acceleration using accelero-
meters and gyros. It provides position, velocity, altitude and heading
at all latitudes in all weather [9]. However, because the position and
velocity information degrades as a function of time elapsed and the air-
borne system expense is high, this method, used alone, is unsuitable for
the general aviation applications.
GPS is a radio-navigation system using satellites in space.	 x
Extremely accurate three-dimensional position and velocity information
can be obtained from the system worldwide and unaffected by weather con-
ditions. The position determination is based on the measurement of the d
transit time of microwave signals from four or more satellites. Three
satellites permit solving of the user position equations in three dimen-
sions, and the fourth satellite estimates the user's clock error [10]
(figure 2-5). GPS is still being tested and is expensive; however, the
u
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implementation will begin in 1986 and will be completed approximately
two years later [11]. It is regarded by some as a future navigation
system which has a capability to be a single universal system.
The Loran-C system is now being evaluated as a supplemental sys-
tem, and possibly, as a replacement for the contemporary VOR/UME system,
which is described in the next section. It is the Loran-C system that
is addressed in this paper.
B. Low-Altitude Navigation Using Loran-C.
Loran-C system uses a pulsed, low-frequency (LF) signal, result-
ing in a hyperbolic navigation system. The intrinsic stability of LF,
and the time difference measurement of pulsed signals, provide reason-
able accuracy. , (about 2-D r.m.s. system error of ±0.3nm).
The relativrtly low propagation path losses of LF •ground waves,
and the resulting long station-to-atation separation provides a wide
coverage area, including low altitude coverage in mountains and valleys.
Thus, about 40 stations are sufficient to cover the entire. continental
United States [121. Figure 2-6 shows the present Loran-C coverage area.
Three or four Loran-C radio navigation transmitting stations are
constructed to form chains. Two sets of hyperbolic lines give position
information in a hyperbolic coordinate system, and this information can
be readily used as input to an RNAV computer. As a result, if the
Loran-C user chooses, he can perform great-circle navigation between any
two points within the coverage area of the entire Loran-C.system.
There are certain problems associated with the use of Loran-C.
Geometric Dilution of Position (GDOP) causes inaccuracies typical of any
hyperbolic system. Inaccuracy arises when the crossing angle of two
lines of position is small or when... the aircraft position is near the
baseline extension for a master-secondary pair. 'Operating too close to
the transmitter also causes instability on time difference (TD) readings
[13]. However, these problems can be avoided by provisionally using
another station, or avoiding passage near a station.
There are other problems due to interference caused by natural
causes and by man-made sources. Static and lightning are examples of
natural interference. However, static noise reduction from 20dB to 50dB
in the Loran-C frequency band is achieved by implementation of static
dischargers for aircraft [141. Man-made sources such as powerline
carrier systems and noise sources near airports cause some interference.
According to some measurements, interference was found when the carrier
frequency of powerline is synchronous with the; frequency of the Loran-C
pulse spectrum, and solutions to'this problem are still under consider-
ation. Interference measurements near major airports did not show
significant interference to Loran-C receivers [15].
The effect of station outages is another problem; reliability of
Loran-C stations must be increased for practical, safe air navigation
[161.
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Early Loran-C receivers were configured for military use. Since
Loran-C requires a relatively complex signal processing system for air-
borne use, they cost $40-50,000, which made them impractical for general
aviation. This processing can be achieved with a low-cost microcomputer
as is presented here. This allows a high-performance Loran-C receiver
to be in the the cost and size range that is attractive for general
aviation usage.
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III. LORAN-C NAVIGATION
E
A. Background.
During World War II, Loran-A was developed as a pioneering long-
range radio navigation system at the Radiation Laboratory of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (M7,T), and operated under the U..S.
Coast Guard to satisfy wartime heed. Loran-A operated at 1600kHz and
provided position information to receivers aboard military and commer-
cial ships and planes. Beginning in 1977, it has been phased out with
the shut down of the final chain in 1980.
kfter the war, the Department of Defense developed a new genera-
tion of radio navigation systems called torah
-Ca operating at 1OOkHz.
Loran-C provides improved accuracy and increased area of coverage. The
Loran-C system began to replace Loran-A in the late 1950s. .se Depart-
ment of Defense predicted that the Loran-C system would cover all of the
coastal waters and the entire U. S. by the end of this decade [17].
B. Low Frequency System.
The Loran-C system uses time measurement with ground waves at low
irequency (LF). LF signals, which are the most suitable for time mea•-
surement accuracy, have predictable ground wave propagation conditions
though they are subject to skywave interference at long ranges.
Although very low frequency (VLF) d4n
 
Also be used for long rang°
air navigation (e.g., navigation With the international Omega system),
propagation, mainly by sky wave or the waveguide tmude, depends on
Ionospheric conditions which vary with time of ddy and season. Though
the cyclic redundancy of the transmitted signals cause a lane identifi-
cation problem, there are adjustments which can be used to successfully
overcome it.
Medium frequency (MF) and high frequency (HP) signals meet the
requirement for the time measurement but, unfortunately, suffer high
propagation losses over land and loss of propagation Blue to natural and
man-made physical characteristics whose size is a significant fraction of
A wave length [18].
Hence 100k$z low frequency was selected for Loran-C to take
advantage of the stable propagation and long range of this frequency
band [19].
C. Loran-C Time Difference.
The Loran-C chain contains a master station and two to four sec-
ondary stations. The transmitting stations of the chain transmit groups
of pulses forming a Group Repetition Interval (GRI)a. Each station has
its own GRI in the range of 49900 Us to 99900 us. The master station
transmits a nine-pulse group spaced 1000 psec with 2000 usec between the
9.
t f	
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eighth and ninth pulses. Secondary stations transmit an eight-pulse
group with pulses spaced 1000 psee. The secondary stations transmit
after a coding delay and a baseline delay that is specific for each
secondary in the chain (figure 3-1).
I
Measuring the time differences (TDs) between arrival of pulse
sets from different stations can be used to locate the receiver's
position., The hyperbolic navigation system operates on the Loran-C TD
readings.because narrow bandwidths at low frequencies do not allow high
enough data rates to'transmit signals'with a higher information•content
than the presence or absence of the pulse at a given time.
The TD value is found by measuring the difference in time of
arrival of a set of pulses from two stations. A constant ' tD number
traces a, hyperbolic line (figure,3-2). The hyperbolic equation (3-2)
is constructed as follows,
d 	
(x+c)2 + y2
dB 3 (X-C) 2 + y2 '
r. ••.1
d ^-ABp = 9a	 (3-1)
where d and d 'are the distances from each station` to the receiver.A-	 r	 .	 rPut d' and d' i i. (equation 3-1) and rearrange the equation
2"	 2
X_ Y__ = 1
a2 b2	 (3-2)
where c' 
.a2 
+"b2 ; point'a is the intersection point between the hyper
bola and the X-axis, and b is the conjugate axis length
Each hyperbolic locus of points traces a line of position '(LOP) ' There±
fore, a second master secondary pair must be used to trace, .a second LOP,
and the : ;crossing point of two-or more LOPs define the recevor's .loci
tion '(figure 3-3) .
D. Computation of Time-Differences.
The master station ' transmits a signal in all direetions, , once per
GRI', theA:secondary stations transmit, after the transmission Time of
the ` `si'gnal fr"bm` the master. station to the secondary station (baseline
time) plus a coding delay. , The delay avoids overlapping signals from
secondary stations anywhere in the coverage region (figure 3-4).
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The receiver gets two signals from the ester and the secondary,
separated by a TD. This TD in mathematical form is:
TD-	 +Q+Ts-TM
where TD - the time difference in arrival of the master
and secondary signals
the one-way baseline time between the master
and secondary
p	 the secondary coding delay inserted by the
secondary
Ts = the one-way baseline time between the
secondary station and the receiver
TM = the one-way baseline time between the
receiver and the master station
The baseline time 0 and the coding delay A are generally known
quantities which are set up during the installation of the Loran-C
chain. These two quantities are published in the data for each chain by
the U. S. Coast Guard [20]. The two baseline times to the receiver, TB
and TM, have unknown values and must be calculated in order to be
applied to the TD equation_
There are two factors involved for the computation of the value
of travel time from one point to another. In calculating the accurate
baseline distance between the two points one should consider the non-
spherical nature of the earth, and the corrections to the velocity of
the signal which are required when it passes through the medium along
the baseline. The velocity of propagation is mostly affected by the
conductivity of the earth and the dielectric constant of the air [2I].
The baseline length between two points on the earth will be pro-
vided by using the elliptical method (Chapter IV). This method uses an
oblate spheroid model of the earth to approximate the geodesic. Accord-
ing to the testing (Chapter IV), tIt ^ usually is adequate for Loran-C
work.
If the Loran-C signal travels over the baseline path with a
constant velocity, independent of the adjacent medium, the above method
may be used to calculate time differences. As a matter of fact, the
Loran-C signal travels over a surface which has inhomogeneous conduc-
tivity and dielectric constants, and also has irregular terrain [22].
An attempt to resolve the problem of predicting the signal phase
delay is very difficult because of the nonspherical and the irregular
nature of the surface impedance of the earth. An integral equation
model of an inhomogeneous and irregular earth, was proposed by Samaddar [23],
^ ^ 3
to predict the secondary phase delays. This calculation is complex and
^-	 does not obtain a valuable phase factor correction. More general imped-
ance models are typically applied by the Defense Mapping Agency.
E. Converting Time-Difference.
The time difference measurement, which was discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, does not directly provide generalized position coordiwl
nates such as latitude and longitude to the Loran-C users. Although the
time differences contain position information, they should be converted
into pos-tion coordinate systems.
The classic conversion method is through the use of charts, maps
<!:nd tables. This method is adequate for low velocity craf t like a ship,
'cut not for high velocity aircraft. Therefore, the Loran-C receiver
should have an automatic conversion from TD to the actual position coor-
dinate system.
There is no simple relationship between the Loran-C lines of
position (LOP) and a geocentric grid coordinate systerx (figure 3-5)[241.
However, there are many ways for the conversion, and basically, there
are two main methods. one requires iterative calculations that lead to
the final result, and the other uses a direct or clos-1-form solution to
do the conversion.
The iterative TD-to-position method assumes the receiver's posi-
tion first, then compares the position determined by the received TDs
and the assumed receiver position. Before the comparison, the TDs for
the assumed position are calculated and then the assumed position is
regulated to minimize the error in the TDs comparison. This mechanism.
prepares two tables. A table of TD values is generated encircling the
covered region of the three sets of Loran-C stations and the other table
is generated to the corresponding positions for Vhe TD table. After
receiving a pair of, Loran-C TDs, a linear interpolation process is
applied between the two tables to find the position. This is repeated
until the difference between the two sets of TDs,becomes small for posi-
tion estimation [251.
There are other ways which relate received TD values to assumed
TD values. Those ways calculate TD errors from a comparison between
measured TDs and assumed 'IDs, and move the assumed position according to
TD errors until errors become acceptable.
The non-iterative; or closed form solution, method provides the
actual position of the receiver by setting the received TDs as parame-
ters is spherical equations. Then the unknown values which represent,
the receiver's position are calculated by solving the equations. It is
generally complicated to find the relationships between position on a
Loran-C hyperbolic grid (geocentric grid) and spherical angles. Besides,
the non-spherical nature of the earth and the non-constant propagation
N
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attributes of the Loran-C signals, as discussed in Chapter III.C,
require corrections depending on local conditions. For a non-iterative
solution, a general model which covers a large area is needed to make
corrections. However, the non-iterative ^,,olution can be simple if exact
solution is not necessary.
For the Ohio Unixersity Loran-C receiver, a non-iterative, expli-
cit solution presented by Razin [26] was adopted for TD-to-position con-
version. The TD-to-position conversion software for the microcomputer
was developed by Fischer [27].
F. Area Navigation.
Since the Loran-C system provides position information at any
point inside the wide-coverage area, this position information can be
used for Area(or Random) Navigation(RNAV) which provides range, bearing
angle, ground speed, cross track error and estimated time of arrival
based upon arbitrarily-positioned waypoints. It is very convenient for a
pilot to have this information in order to fly on a desired course to a
selected waypoint. Area navigation with charts and maps is possible,
but inconvenient for aviation use because the pilot needs updated infor-
mation every second during the flight.
The Loran-C system has automatic area navigation capability. The
VOR/DME-based RNAV system also provides this information, but this sys-
tem reeds a VOR receiver, M. plus °SLAV computer. The Loran-C receiver
developed at the Ohio University Avionics Engineering Center computes
all navigational, information with one microprocessor. The portion of
this computation for area navigation is discussed in the next chapter.
PRECEDI1VC PACE BLANk
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COST/2(^W ^R)
tanl/2(Y
 -X) tan 2AX sin /2(fie+ .) (4-2)
t
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M	 COMPUTATION FOR AREA NAVIGATION
In order to provide sufficient area navigation information for a
pilot, proper computation should be made by the software of a micro-
computer-based Loran-C receiver.
It is very important to include the computation of range and
bearing angle in the area navigation software because calculations of
other RNAV information requires range and bearing angle factors. Range
and bearing angle errors, especially, are very critical for a ground
speed calculation because the ground speed calculation deals with small
range and bearing differences. This will be discussed in more detail
later on in the chapter.
A. Range and Bearing Angle.
The computation of range and bearing angle between two points on
earth is not simple because the shape of the earth is an irregular el-
lipsoid, as was mentioned in the previous chapter. It is not necessary
to perform exact calculations, but. there is a certain accuracy which is
Mandated for practical area navigation. On the other hand, the capacity
of memory and execution time for the microcomputer must be adequate for
the microprocessor-based Loran-C receiver.
In the previous work by Fischer, his software provides range
bearing angle using a simplified elliptical model after the TD-to-
position conversion. Three mathematical models including the simplified
elliptical model are co¢pared for range/bearing angle calculations to
determine which model is suitable for RNAV calculations.
1. ^SS I-^Arical model. If the earth is considered a perfect
sphere, the spherical model is the proper model for the calculation of
,r	
range/bearing angle between two points on the earth. The great-circle
calculations are used for this model.
Referring to figure 4-1, R and W are two points on the earth's
surface; R is the receiver point and W is the waypoint. The angles X
and Y at R and W of the great circle passing through the two places and
the distance D between R and W along the great circle can be calculated
as follows [28]:
From Napier's Anglogier:
{
s.tnl/2( $W OR)
tanl/`2(Y-X) = tan /2AX cos /2 0V+- R (4-1)
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where OR = the latitude of the receiver.
O = the latitude of the waypoint.
A = the difference of longitude between the
receiver and the waypoint.
The bearing angle X is found using (4-1) and (4-2),
X = 1/2(Y+X) - W(Y-X)
OF Poo
= tan-1	
c081/2(OW70R)	
tan-1	
sin1/2(¢W-OR)
tan /2AX sin /2 (Oeh)	 tan /2AX cos
The distance D (in nautical miles) along the great circle between R and
W is given as follows:
tanl/2(OW OR)sinl/2(Y+X)
tanl/2d
	 sin /2 Y-X
D - d x 60.0 (in nautical miles)
2. Simplified Elliptic0- r7Adel. The simplified elliptical
model which was applied in Fischer's software right be one of the com-
promise solutions for the range/bearing angle computations. This model
uses mid-latitude approximation. Suppose the earth is approximated by
an ellipsoid with major (equatorial) radius, a=3443.9174 nm, and minor
(polar) radius, b=3432.3707 nm. The radius of curvature of the earth,
R, may be computed for the mid-region of the coverage for the particular
Loran-C stations. Referring to figure 4-2 [29], OR and OW are same as
the previous model, and X  and X  are the longitude of the receiver and
the waypoint [301. The bearing angle to the waypoint can be calculated
as follows:
+
-1 (AR xw)cos($ 2^W )
B = tan-I
^W OR
and the distance to the waypoint is:
D - R X XR XW) 2 cos 2( 2OROW) + (OW-OR)2
A
R is computed with mid-latitude approximation and is stored as a con-
stant number. R is calculated after choosing the midpoint of the
coverage region:
a2 $in2OM + b2 Cos 2OM
R=
b
where OM is the latitude of the midpoint.
Receiver P
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y
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Figure 4-2. Simplified Elliptical Model.
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3. Elliptical Model. The elliptical model can be expected to
be the model which provides more accurate data. The calculations of
this model are more complicated than other models.
This elliptical model projects the point on the ellipsoid onto
the sphere circumscribing the elliptical earth model, because the coor-
dinate system uses the sherical earth model. After points are pro-
jected onto the sphere whose radius is the earth's major equatorial
radius, a, oblique triangle equations are used. For the range computa-
tion, the difference between an arc on the sphere and an arc on the
ellipsoid is considered [31j< Figure 4-3 shows that the point on the
sphere has a parametric latitude by projecting the latitude of a point
on the earth onto the sphere. OR, OW and AX are defined as before. The
parametric latitude is defined as:
tan OR = (1-f)tanOR
tan O
W = (1-f)tanOW
where f = (a-b)/b = 0.00335278 : the flattening of the ellipsoid.
The generalized direction cosines of the projected point are:
C1 = cossWsin(AX)
C2 = cosksin$ W - sinkcoakcos(A? )
C3 = sinORsinOW + cosaRcosoWcos(AX)
The bearing angle at the receiver of the geodesic arc from receiver to
waypoint, measured from north, is (figure 4-4):
tangy = 
C1
C2
The approximate angle from receiver to waypoint, in a plane through the
center of the ellipsoid is:
tans = 
C2cos, + Clsinip
C3
The geodesic are length between the receiver and the waypoint can be
calculated as follows:
D = a[8 f mu + nv)
where m = (sinOR + sinOW)2
sinOR - sinOW 2
n =
	 sine
r'
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4. Comparison Among Three Models. There are three factors
concerning the comparison, such as accuracy, computation time and memory
capacity.
The accuracies of the three models are shown in figure 4-5 (and
numerically in table 4-1). The data (coordinates, range/bearing) of
numbers 1 to 5 were taken from reference [ 32], and the data of numbers 6
to 9 were taken from reference [331. These data are known to. have high
accuracy (much less than 0.0005nm error) .. The result's were computed
using a Fortran-HIV program (appendix B) on an IBM4341. As the figure
shows, the accuracy of the elliptical model is much better than two
other models. The errors from the model are less than 0.013nm (about 79
feet), even . the distance between the'receiver and the waypoint becomes
greater than 500nm. The simplified elliptical model and the spherical
model have enough accuracies for an area navigation application. Com-
paring the'two models; the simplified model shows better accuracy on
range computation, and the spherical model shows better accuracy on
bearing computation.
Execution time depends on numbers of mathematical operations,
especially since trigonometrie , functions consume , much computer time.
Table 4-2 shows the numbers of mathematical operafions in each model.
The simplified elliptical M04 del.needs the least execution time among the
three, and the elliptical model needs much more execution time than the
other two. An amount of memory apace is directly proportional. to execu-
tion time in thia case.	 44
Choosing an optimum model among them.depends mostly on the type
of receiver. The elliptical model is appl'ed to the Ohio University
receiver because the execution time and ,the amount of memory space can
accept this model and the accuracy is great with respect to the ground
speed calculation.
B. Other Navigational Information.
1. Cross-Track Error. It is very important for a pilot to
know whether the aircraft is on course or not. If it is off course, by
how much? Cross-track error (CTE) indicates the position error measured
on the.perpendicular from the desired track to the actual position of
the pir,-craft, and cross-track error bearing (CTEB) indicates the angular
difference between the desired track and actual track (figure 4-6).
Since the error of the spherical model is small for short distances, the
spherical trigonometry is adequate for the CTE calculation which pro-
vides small distances (generally less than 10nm). CTE can be calculated
ORIGINAL PAGpe. 1
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OF POOR QUALITY
Type of
Model Spherical Simplified Elliptical
Operation Elliptical
Addition
and 4 4 12
Subtractii on
Multip lication,
Di vi A on
and 11 7 18
Square Root
Trigonometric
Function 10 2 16
Table 4-2. Number of Mathematical Operations in each Model.
1.
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Waypoint I
Oblique Triangles
4-6. Cross-Track Error (CTE).
OF POOR QUAL11-Y
Waypoi nt 2
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Since waypoint 2, the .aircraft position and point P form a right spheri-
cal triangle,
sin a = sin c sin a
where a = CTE	 c = Range P a = CTEB
where r is a midpoint radius between 4irplane and waypoint.
r = 3 a2 Cos 2s l + b2sin2^1
$	
^1 + ^2
1 =
	 2
0 1 = tan 1 [(1-f)tan^l]
and $2 are the latitude of wa:yhoints 1 and 2 respectively. r may be
set as a constant nlimber such as r= /a' + b' = 34313.1489 for the computer
use because of the small-angle approximation.
Cross-track error includes airborne equipment, ground equipment,
and flight technical error (FTE).
2. Ground Speed and Estimated Time of Arrival. Theoretically,
the calculation for ground speed (GS) between two points is simple.
Figure 4-7 is the diagram used to determ,.ine the ground speed talcula--
tion.
GS 3 (Range Difference) 2+(Bearing Difference) 2Range2
Cycle Time	 (4-3)
However, as an application for Loran-C area navigation, the com-
putation cycle is about one and one-half second, and range difference is
less than 0.1nm, so that a small range error causes a large groundspeed
error. For example, if the range error is 0 . 1nm per 1 . 5 second then the
ground speed error becomes 240nm/b.our. Since time differences (TDs)
have random noise errors, an accurate ground speed cannot be obtained
by simply using equation (4-3). To solve this problem. two processes
are made: process 1 calculates the GS using the present point and a
point which occurred sixteen cycles previously, then uses a recursive
filter (a-^ filter) on the calculated GSc Process.,2 uses the same filter
on TD values and calculates GS between the present point and a point
which occurred four cycles previously. The flowcharts of the two pro-
cesses are shown in figure 4-8.
Process 1 computes GS after sixteen data points are collected in
a memory table, and replaces the old data of the 16 cycles by the present
. 
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I
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TD-to-Position
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(a) Process 1	 (b) Process 2
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r,	 Figure 4-8. Process-1 (One a-(i filter) and Process-2 (two a-(3
a	 filters) for Ground Speed Calculation.
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rdata. Computing the GS between the present point and the oldest 16
cycles just minimizes the random noise errors. More cycles might ?;educe
random noise errors; however, they consume more memory space and cause
large errors on turns because the distance between a straight line and a
curved line' becomes larger. In order to eliminate random errors, the
recursive filter .loop [34] is added after the GS computation. This
filter is a valuable aid in data smoothing and prediction, and is easily
implemented on a microprocessor system.
Initial roindition(n=0) is:
ACP(0)
	 0
GSP(1) = GSO(0)
Inside the loop(nal):
GSS(n) = GSP(n) + cx[GSO(n) - GSP(n)]
ACS(n) = ACP(n) + S[GSO(n) - GSP(n)]/T
GS(n) = GSS(n) + T ACS(n)
For the next calculation:
GSP(n+l) = GS(n)
ACP(n+l) = ACS(n)
where GSP is predicted ground speed
GSO is ground speed observed by Loran-C receiver
GSS is smoothed ground speed
ACP is predicted acceleration
ACS "is smoothed acceleration
a is first--order gain
is 'second-older gain:
T is period of loop
To determine values of a and S, a damping ratio p and an effec-
tive time'Tf
 should be considered.
A damping ratio p;
2
P2 = 
4S
For a compromise between rise time, overshoot, and rl.iging of the tran-
sient response unity damping p=1 was chosen.
T	 0.72T
An effective time decides the response time. The step response becomes
within 6-2 (13.5%)  of the final value at t=2T f . Random errors can be
eliminated when the effective time becomes greater than 30 seconds
(a=0.033, 5=0.00028) for the Ohio University Loran-C use. This long
effective time and each 16-cycle old data which is used for the GS
calculation makes the GS response too slow for aircraft speed.
1+
^f
i!
Process 2 was made to speed up the slow response. This process
uses the same filter twice on TD values and GS. Although TD values have
a hyperbolic geometry, a small TD change (less than 1 microsecond per
cycle) can be considered a linear change. The purpose of filtering on
TDs minimizes random errors on position information and avoids a long
response time of the filter on calculated GS. Also, four cycles are
used instead of sixteen cycles for the GS calculation to reduce errors
on turns. The effective time of the filter on TDs should be short
enough to provide adequate response for position information. The
Tf-6sec.(a=0.167, 8 =0.007) on TD valued and Tf-12sec.(a-0.08, 0-0.0017)
on GS are chosen for Ohio University Loran-C use. Process 2 also mini-
mizes memory .space. Although the response is still slow for accelera-
ted flight, it is adequate for most flight conditions.
Estimated time of arrival (ETA) can be provided after the calcu-
lations of range and ground speed. The equation is as follows:
ETA = 
Range
GS
C. A Scheme for Microcomputer Use.
The area navigation (RNAV) program can be executed after TDs and
coordinates of position are computed. The program which measures two
TDs with Loran-C phase-locked loop operation and the other program which
does TD-to-geographic conversion were already available for the Ohio
University Loran-C [35,36]. For the ground speed computation, an a -$
filter was added to the TD-to-geographic conversion program. The flay
chart of these programs is shown in figure 4-9. These three programs
form a loop to provide navigation outputs every short period of time
GRIx14, (about 1.4 second when GRI=9960)ls). The TD measurement program
is the main program and jumps to subprogram 1 (the TD-to-geographic
program) after two TDs are measured. The TD-to-geographic program:
calculates the coordinates of t:he position by reading two TDs and con-
tinuing to subprogram 2 (RNAV program). The RNAV program gets input
data from the TD-togeographic program (coordinates of the position) and
other input data from the user. (coordinates of the waypoints) and calcu-
lates RNAV informations.
Since the RNAV provides a cross-track error, the desired course
is calculated first, and then the GS calculation starts four cycles
of ter the cross-track error calculation, because the GS calculation has
a four-cycle interval. More detail will be shown in the next chapter.
O1R1C@TCAL	 ;:Y . UQ
OF POOR Qt	 1`t'^1	 51
Main Program
Subprogram 1
Subprogram 2	 ed?	 . a
Figure 4-9. Flowchart of Navigation. Program for Ohio University Loran-C Receiver
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A
V.	 THE MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM
A,, System Design.
The navigation programs are software additions for the microcom-
puter-based Loran-C receiver. The total system design is the main con-
straint for the design of the software.
1. Hardware. The configuration in figure 5-1 shows that the
receiver utilizes a whip antenna, a wide-band preamplifier/coupler, an
AGC processor, an RF frond-end processor and tracking loop hardware/
software to receive Loran-C signals and to measure TDs .[37]. The MOS
Technology 6502 Super-Jolt does all of the microprocessor work. The
software is written in 6502 assembler language (figure 5 -2 [381). A
pilot enters control functions and input data to the receiver from the
panel-mounted keyboard or the hand-held ASCII terminal. All naviga-
tional information is displayed on the CRT screen for the pilot, and can
also be recorded on a digital cassette Lunt for data reduction purposes.
The TD-to-position and RNAV calculations require a numerical
range of approximately 10 -7 to 10 6 , therefore, it is necesary to use a
floating-point format. Besides, these calculations involve multi-
precision addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and trigono-
metric functions. The 6502 microprocessor has only an 8-bit data bus,
so that the processor needs a large amount of memory and rapid access.
For many applications of the microprocessor, including the Loran-C
application, the access time and memory amount are limited, therefore,
it is desired to use an external device to support the microprocessor
for these calculations.
The Am9511A by Advanced Micro Devices is a peripheral mathematics
processor which does the necessary floating-point calculations. It is
designed to be used in microprocessor systems which have an eight-bit
data bus. It can handle 16-bit and 32-bit fixed point arithmetic,
32-bit floating-point arithmetic and trigonometric functions using a
stack-oriented operand storage (sixteen 8-bit words). Hence, this de-
vice can provide useful support for the microprocessor's calculations.
A listing of the instruction set for the Am9511A is shown in figure 5 -3
[391.
To interface the Am9511A to the Jolt microcomputer system, it is
necessary to use additional hardware in order to handle device selec-
tion and data transfer. An M6820 peripheral interface adapter(PIA) is
used as the additional hardware for the hand-shaking between the Jolt
and the 9511. The M6820 consists of two eight-bit ports and several
other registers used to interface to peripheral devices. The overall
design of the microcomputer system is shown in figure 5-4.
2. Interfacing Software. Particular software is required in order
to initialize the hardware interface and the 9511, to write a single
floating-point (32-bit) number, to read a floating-point (32-bit) number,
-42-
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ORICa{I1i L- PAGE IS
OF, POOR QUALITY
..a
r
ADC' Add with carry JSR Jump to subroutine
AND Logical AND LDA Load accumulator
ASL Arithmetic shift left LDX Load X
BCC Branch ircarry clear LDY Load Y
BCS Branch if carry set LSR Logical shift right
BEQ Branch if result = 0 NOP No operation
BIT Test bit ORA Logical OR
BMI Branch if minus PHA Push A
BNE Branch if not equal to 0 PHP Push P status
BPL Branch irplus PLA Pull A
BRK Break PLP Pull P status
BVC Branch if overflow clear ROL Rotate left
BVS Branch if overflow set ROR Rotate right
-CLC Clear carry RTI Return from interrupt
CLD ;Clear decimal flag RTS Return from subroutine x .
CLI Clear interrupt disable SBC Subtract with cdrry',
CLV Clear overflow SEC Set carry
CMP Compare to accumulator SED Set decimal
CPX Compare to X SEI Set interrupt disable
CPY Compare to Y STA Store accumulator
DEC Decrement memory STX Store X
DEX Decrement 'X STS' Store Y
DEY Decrement Y TAX Transfer A to X
FOR Exclusive OR TAY Transfer A to Y
INC Increment memory TSX Transfer SPtoX
INX lncrornent X TXA Transfer X to A
INY Increnx•nt Y TX.S Transfer X to SP
imp Jump TYA Transfer Y to A
Figure 5-2. Instruction Set of Mr S Technology 6502.
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e Command hox Code ' Hex Code Execution
1
Summary
IMnemonic (or K 1) (ar s $1 Cycles Descrlptfon
{	 16•111IT F1XE0-POWT OPERATIONS
1 SAW EC 6C 16,18 Add TOS b NOS. Result to NOS, Pop Stook
t	 Me1 ED 60 3032 Subtract TOS Mxn W JS, Result b NOS, Pop Suds,
i	 SMUL EE 6E 64,94 ML" NOS Ity TO$. Lowvr result b NOS, Pop Suck.
l	 SMuu F6 76 wee Mu" NOS by TOS, Upper result b NOS. Pop Stack.
SDIV EF 6F 64-64 Divide NOS by TOS, So" to NOS, Pop Stack.
32-/R FIXED,POP(r OPERATIONS
t	 0400 AC 20 2022 Add TOS b NOS, Result to NOS, Pop Static
OSUO AO 20 3610 Subtract TOS from NOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack.
t	 DMUL AE 2E 1"910 Multipy NOS by TOS, tower result b NM Pop Such.
DMUU B6 36 162.218 Multiply NOS by TOS Upper result to NOS. Pop Stack.
DOW AF 2F 196210 Divide NOS by TOS, faesult to NOS, Pop Stack
32•11fT FL OATII4O-POINT PRfMART OPEFIATIO14S
t	 FADO 90 to s4.36e Add TO$ to NOS. Result n NOS, Pop Stack.FSue at 1t 70.370 Subtract TOS from NOS. Resent to NOS. Pop Suds.
FMUL 92 92 146160 Mhrhltliy NOS by TOS. Result b NOS. Pop Stack.
I	 FDIV 93 13 04-164 Divide NOS by TOS. Result to NOS. Pop Stack,
32-Wr FLOAT1003-110ONCT DERIVED OPERATIONS
SORT 61 of 792470 Sgkktae Aug of TOS. Result to TO$,
SIN 112 02 37964406 She of TOS. Result to TOS.
z	 COS 63 03 311404678 Caine of TOS. Result to TOS.
TAN 64 04 4884-5666 TWVWA of TOS, Result to TOS.
ASIN as 06 62307938 War" Sint of TOS. Resutl to TOS.
=	 ACOS N 06 6304-4264 Inver" Cosine, of TOS. Rasuh b TOS.
MAN
I 11'k 07 4992.6536 Inverse Tangent of TOS. Result to TOC,LOG M 06 1474.7132 Cocman LogorWxn of TOS. Result to TOS.
LN N Do 4294.6956 Natural Logarhtun of TOS. Result to TOS.
UP aA 0A 3794-4876 a raised b pwwr in TOS, Be" to TOS,
PWR N 02 /129012032 NOS raised to power in TOS, flasult to NOS. Pop Suck.
DATA AND STACK MANIPULATM?N OPERATIONS
NOP so 00 4 No Operation, Clear or at SVREO,
iFIRS OF IF 90214
FIXO SE 1E W336 } Convert TOS from floating pant formal to fixed point formal.
FLTS 9D 10 62,140
FLTO 9C 1C 56.34fromTOS from kxsp pent format b boating Poo lorms9.
CLASS Fit 22.24
t:HSD 64 34 26211 Change sign of Nib p.-Ant operand on TOS.
CHSF 95 15 1620 Ctkanpe SO of floating po" operand on TOS,
PTOS F7 77 16
PTOD 87 37 20 Push stack, Duplicate NOS in TOS.
PTOF 97 17 20
POPS F8 78 10
POPO as 39 12 Pop stack. Old NOS becomes new TOS, Old TOS rotates to bottom.
POPF 96 14 12
XCHS F9 79 16
XCHO Bp 79 26 Exchange TOS and NOS
ACHE 99 19 261
NUPI VA IA 16 Push hooting pent constant n onio TOS. Previous TOS ^)ecornos NOS.
s
Figure 5-3. Instruction Set of Am951IA.
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to send an eight-bit word to the 9511 representing a command to be exe-
cuted, and to read the 9511 eight-bit status register. Four subroutines
were developed for the interface by Fischer.
These four subroutines are: "PINT", "PUSH"p "POP" and %MND"
"PINT" initializes the M6820 & PIA and also initializes RAM locations
for the scratch-pad use. "PUSH" is used to copy a four-byte number from
read/write memory onto the stack of the 9511, and "POP" is used to do
the opposite. "CMND" is used to command the 9511 to perform a given
function. A part of the "CMND" subroutine checks the status register to
determine the final outcome of the completed command. Figure 5 -5 shows
a set of logic flow diagrams illustrating steps of the contral program
which execute to communicate with the 9511.
B. Navigational Programs.
1. Relationships Among Navigational. Programs. There are
three navigational programs for the Loran-C receiver, as was mentioned
in Chapter IV. The main program "LORPROM5" does Loran-C tracking phase-
locked-loop operation providing two TDs. The execution time of this
program is ten group repetition intervals(GRI) because the program com-
putes two TDs per one GRI and calculates each average TD with ten TD
references.
After two TDs are calculated, ten GRIs later, the main program
,dumps to subprogram 1, "COORD2" which filters two TD values and provides
coordinates of the position using a TD-to-position conversion. The
filter included in "COORD2" is the a-0 filter with an effective time
constant of 6 seconds. This time gives acceptable response for position
information, considering typical aircraft spcve--ds.
Subprogram-2, "RNAV", which provides the area navigation infor-
mation, can be executed after "LORPROM5" and "COORD2" are executed. Two
sets of input data are needed for subprogram 2; one is the set of coor-
dinates of position from "COORD2" and the other is a set of coordinates
of a selected waypoint from the user's waypoint table.
The execution time of subprogram "COORD2" and subprogram "RNAV"
is three to four GRIs depending upon the content of the calculation.
After the execution of "RNAV"", the program process goes back to the main
program "LORPROM5" and repeats the same process. Hence, the outer loop
including "LORPROM5", "COORD2" and "RNAV" forms the Loran-C software to
provide navigational information2; 9 ich as TDs, coordinates of aircraft
position, range and bearing angle, v't"E/CTEB, GS and ETA, every thirteen
to fourteen GRIs (every 1.29 to 1.39 seconds at 9960 GRI). Figure 5-6
shows this scheme for Loran-C navigation software, and figure 5-7 shows
the address map for these programs. The main program (LORPROM5) is
placed on 2K erasable, programmable, read-only memory (EPROM). The
subprogram (COORD2 and RNAV) is placed on three 2K EPROM and uses two
pages (256 byte per page) of general read/write storage for results of
intermediate calculations. The page zero (in RAM) is for temporary
variables and flags.
a
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OF POOR QUA PUSH
Set PIA side-A to
ou tpu is
Set count of
four
Load 8 bits
of numbers
Send to 9511 via
PIA side-
Set W  and C/D low on
9511 via PIA side-B
Set WR high on
9511
_)k
Decrement count
10 Count,,u 	 0?
'-u - 0?
YE S
END
PINT
Clear Interrupts
Set interru ^ t
and contra
bi is in 6820
Set 1/0 direc-
tions in 6820
llf__
Disable 9511
1
Initialize RAM
locations for
scratch-pad use
ALTEND
POP
Set PIA Side-A
to Inputs
IV
Set Count of
Four
SetC^
RDD6 and
,]/D low
Wait for pause to
go high
[Iransfer 8-bitsf om 
9511 via PIA
side-A
[Sett RD high
Decrement count
Count 0?
—. -SkYE S_
END
Figure 5-5. Logic Flow Diagrams
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Sst	 Figure 5-6. Process of Loran-C Navigation Programs.
dl
AlFF
Video Display Memory
AO00
2 FFF
FLTNAV (cooW + RNAV)
1800
LORP.ROMS
1000
03FF
Floating Point and GS Table
(RNAV)
0300
F loati ng Point Table (coord)
0200
STACK
OOE1
Scratch Space -and Waypoint Table
0000
Hexadecimal
Address
Figure 5-7. Memory Map, of Loran -C Navigation Software.
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2. RNAV Program. The RNAV program is the main subject of
this paper. Figure 5-8 shows the flow chart of the whole program.
There are four parts in this program.
The first part of the RNAV program takes care of finding selected
waypoints from the user's waypoint table, displaying waypoint numbers
and converting the degree-minute-second format (BCD) to the floating-
point format in radian units.
The flow chart for the waypoint conversion is shown in figure
5-9. The coordinates of the waypoints and desired waypoint numbers are
input to the waypoint table from the keyboard by the user. The input
has a certain format in the waypoint table as a part of figure 5-10
indicates. Since the 9511 is used for calculations, it is necessary to
convert each element for navigational calculations into 32-bit floating-
point format.
An example of waypoint conversion is shown in figure 5-10. Sup-
pose the user chooses waypoint No. 3 whose latitude is 125' 53' 41°. A
four-byte waypoint register, three-byte temporary register and accumula-
tor are used for this conversion, and the final result is stored into
the four-byte waypoint register. One of the commands available with
the 9511 is to convert a fixed-point (integer) number to floating-point
(step 14 in figure 5-10). The fixed-point number must be in binary
because it is not possible to represent a fraction using this command.
Therefore, step 14 must come before step 15. This waypoint conversion
is not repeated until the user changes waypoint numbers for a desired
course change.
The second part of the RNAV program calculates range and bearing
angle. For the first loop, which includes all programs (LORPRO145,
COORD2 and RNAV) after the user chooses the desired waypoints, this part
calculates range and bearing angle of the desired course. From the
second loop, it starts calculating range and bearing angle between the
position of the aircraft and a TO waypoint.
After range and bearing angle are calculated, the third part
calculates CTEB and CTE.
Calculation of CTEB is as follows:
CTEB = (Present Bearing Angle)
-(Bearing Angle of The Desired Course)
However, when the calculation includes a transition between 00
and 360% a certain correction is necessary. For example, when a pre-
sent bearing angle is 358 and a bearing angle of the desired course 13
1 0 , the CTEB becomes 357% The resultant number, which should be 3%
can be obtained by subtracting this CTEB of 357 0 from 360%
It is very convenient for the software to show whether the course
-52-
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is to the left or to the right. When the CTEB is between 0 0 and 900,
the desired course is on the right-side of the airplane, but if the CEEB
is between -90° and 0°, then the course is on the opposite (left) side
of the airplane. Furthermore, the magnitude of the CTEB exceeds 900
after the airplane passes the To waypoint. In order to find the side of
the desired course from any airplane position, the procedure in figure
5-11 was added inside the CEEB calculation routine. Letters "L" and "R"
are added to the front of the CTEB display.
The CDI (Course Deviation zndicater) shows the CTE value
visually. A zero center is the desired course, and a needle shows CTE
(FTE). The Ohio University Loran-C display uses a video board, so that
a graphic display is possible. In the program, a position register is
set according to a CTE value (see figure 5-12).
The last part of RNAV takes care of the ground speed calculation
(figure 5-13) and estimated time of arrival at the waypoint. Since
ground speed fluctuates due to any kind of position error, the ground
speed calculation needs some delay so that TD valves become stable.
Usually, TD values need several computation cycles to become stable
after the receiver starts tracking Loran-C signals. The 32 . 1oops delay
after the first TD measurement was added between the third part and the
last part to eliminate the TD transition errors.
After calculating GS, the bound speed goes through a recursive
filter loop, as was discussed in Chapter IV. The effective time of the
a-S filter for ground speed (12 seconds), gives the fastest response
without conspicuously noisy data. However, the ground speed has a ran-
dom noise error range of zero to 30 knot(=nm/hour) when the receiver is
at a fixed position; therefore, the display indicates zero ground if the
speed is below 30 knots. Although this response is still slow for acce-
lerated flight, it is reasonable for a constant ground speed flight.
All navigational information are displayed on a CRT screen.
Figure 5-14 shows a Loran-C receiver display. To display information on
the screen, all data must be converted from floating-point format to
BCD. A subroutine now available for this conversion was developed by
Fischer.
The complete mi(:roprocessor program for area navigation is shown
in appendix C. This program occupies 2064 bytes of EPROM-2716 and 400
bytes of read/write memory for scratch calculations, a waypoint table
and a reference table for GS averaging. Total RNAV calculations require
.about 0.20 second to complete with the A149511A and the 6502 running at a
clock speed of 1MHz. Figure 5-15 is a photograph of the Loran-C
receiver developed by the Ohio University Avionics Engineering Center.
The efficacy of the RNAV program was checked using this receiver.
r.,
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VI.	 TESTS WITH MICROCOMPUTER IN AREA NAVIGATION APPLICATION
A verification of the performance capabilities of area navivation
was examined by testing with simulations and flight testing. Accuracy
and operational stability of the system were the focus of the testing.
A. Testing with Simulations.
Accuracy checks were accomplished by picking random locations on
the earth, including some locations inside the northeast U.S. Loran-C
chain because the following flight testing was performed in this chain.
Coordinates of each point were stored. in random access memory either as
a receiver position or as a waypoint, then the range/bearing calculation
routine was executed. Table 6-1 is the result, comparing the actual
range to the waypoint and bearing to true north, as calculated using the
elliptical model. The accuracy is consistent with the Fortran simula-
tion using the IBM4341 computer (Chapter IV.A.4).
After testing the accuracy of the range/bearing calculation,
other testing to check the CTE/CTEB calculation routine was made. As
figure 6-1 shows, two desired courses were set for this test; one is
from waypoint 2 to waypoint 1 and the other is from waypoint 3 to
waypoint lr and points A, B and C are observed points with respect to
the desired course from wpt2 to wptl, point D, E and F are observed
points with respect to the desired course from wpt3 to wpt1. All
observed points are in the northeast U.S. chain. The coordinates of
each point were stored in random access memory and the RNAV program was
excuted without the other programs (LORPRO145 and C00RD2). Table 6-2
indicates the results of this test which are indicated with 10 -1 reso-
lution on the CRT screen (figure 5-14). The numbers in this table are
comparisons with the results of the receiver RNAV program, and those
calculated by the Fortran program using the elliptical model, since the
high accuracy of the elliptical model was demonstrated in table 4-1.
The correct sense of the CTE/CTEB display including the effects of
ground track To or From waypoint computed by the CTE/CTEB calculation
routine were verified by.tb.is test.
The ground speed calculation was tested by a simulation program
which created a moving observation point; however, it was difficult to
simulate these computational results without actual flights with random
noise. For evaluating the ground speed computation, the flight test was
necessary.
Moreover, the total program software (LORPROM5 + COORD2 + RNAV)
was tested by using a Loran-C simulator 'manufactured by Epsco Inc. As
a result of this testing, the bias errors were determined to be due to
signal strengths for reception of Loran-C stations in the local area
[41], and the !--to-Geometric conversion. The simulator produced essen-
tially no noise.
1"i
t
	 !t
^. {	 At
5.,14 '^uka ..n „s .!...^ a	 ..: t^	 a.
3
No. Receiver To Range/Bear
Microcomputer RNAV
Range Bea Error of
Point Waypoint (nm/degree) nm/degree Range/Bear
N.LAT/W.LONG N.LAT/W.LON
x`.4481 40	 30	 37.8 40 00	 0.0 43.448 0«0
17 19 43.3 18 00 0.0 225.43 22„39 0.04
2 9 59 48.3 10 00 0.0 86.897 86.896 0.001
16 31 55.9 18 00 0.0 270.26 270.25 0.01
3 69 48 5.7 70 00 0.0 173.794 173.788 0.006
9 37 28.6 18 00 0.0 277.87 277.86 0.01
4 13 04 12.6 10 00 0.0 260.690 260.697 0.007
14 51 13.3 18 00 0.0 225.63 225.55 0.08
5., 73 35 9.2 70 00 0.0 347.588 347.576 0.012
3 26 35.1 18 00 0.0 238.84 238.84 0.0
6 42 42 50.6 41 15 11.9 318.621 318.619 0.002
76 49 33.9 69 58 39:,1 103.57 103.68 0.09
7 42 42 50.6 46 48 27.2 452.416 452.410 0.006
76 49 33.9 67 55 37.7 54.05 54.04 0.01
8 42 42 50.6 39 51 7.5 511.412 511.409 0.003
76 49 33.9 87 29 12.1 253.91 253.95 0.04
9 42 42 50.6 34 03 46.0 521.045 521.052 0.007
7e 49 33.9 77 54 46.8 185.92 185.97 0.05
Table 6-1. Accuracy of Microcomputer Range/Bearing
Computation with Elliptical Model.
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B. Flight Testing.
The purpose of the flight testing is to prove the effectiveness
of the area navigation system for an actual flight. The filtering of
time differences to smooth the raw data, filtering the ground speed to
reduce random noise, range / bearing, CTS;/CTEB and CDI indication were
verified during the flight test.
Nineteen flight test paths, whose time length varied between 10
minutes to 20 minutes in a Piper Cherokee were flown with a total flight
time of approximately 5 hours. Two flight tracks are shown in this
paper. Figures 6-2 to 6-8 are from flight test 1 and figures 6-9 to
6-19 are from flight test 2.
1. Filtering time differences_. For flight test 1 (figure
6-2), the pilot tracked from the Ohio University airport runway 25 (RWY
25) threshold, made a left 180° turn, tracking right of the desired
course (from the BIAS NDB to the BIAS RWY 25 TRESH), made a left 180°
turn again, passed above the NDB, making two loops around the NDB,
tracking back to the RWY 25 threshold using an instrument landing system
(ILS) .localizes on RWY 25.
The filtered TD flight path of flight test 1 is shown in figure
6-2, and the nonfiltered TD flight path simulated by the Fortran program
(appendix D) is shown in figure 6-3.
	
As indicated by the comparison,
about ±O.lnm random noise was detected with the error caused by the time
delay on turns about O.lnm.	 The bias error was measured about 0.7nm to
the north.	 Figure 6-4 is the output simulated by the Fortran program
. (appendix E) which shows very nearly the same flight path as in figure
r
6-2; therefore, the Fortran simulation can be used for data analysis.
r_.
After 14 flight test paths were recorded, the 1MHz clock (which
is used for the 6502 and the AM9511A), showed some instability, so 5
additional flight tests were made with a new stable clock.
For flight test 2 with the stable clock (figure 6-9), the pilot
flew very similar patterns as-in flight test 1, but after passing the
` NDB the pilot made one race track pattern and returned to the RWY 25
..aILCGfI1Q1Q•	 1LIC coordinates of the two "w'aypo ,LUl.o ( tcwy 25 threshold and
UNI NPB) are biased waypoints based on the previous flight tests.	 The
flight path was smoother than the previous flight test due to the
improved stability of the clock. 	 Comparisons between figure 6-9 and
figure 6-10 indicate the improved raw TD data which has less than ±O.lnm
random noise with the bias reduced to about 0.5nm. 	 Since the old effec-
tive time constant for the filtered TDs is too long for the TD °s, using
the same clock, the effective filter time constant can be reduced. 	 The
new time constant of 4 seconds (the previous time constant was 6 seconds)
is used for the plot in figure 6-11.
	
This reduction of the time cwias Ant
4. improved the acceleration effect of turns, furthermore the ground speed
_z
computation process was speeded up.
rE;
2. Ground speed.	 The ground speed calculation is affected
the most by random noise as Was mentioned before. 	 Two filters (one on
TDs and another on GS) to filter the random noise were evaluated.
1
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Figures 6-5 through 6-8 plot the ground speed of flight test 1.
Figure 6-5 is the result of flight test 1 and figure 6-6 is the simu-
lated data using nonfiltered TDs and nonfiltered GS. In figure 6-6, the
ground speed indicated 400 knots when the actual speed did not exceed
150nm/ hr. In the comparison between these two figures, the significant
effect of the two filters is shown. Figure 6-7 indicates the results of
filtering ground speed alone and figure 6-8 indicates filtering of TDs
alone, but the best result was obtained by a combination of ground speed
and TD filtering as indicated by figure 6-5.
Figures 6
-
12 and 6-13 plot the ground speed of flight test 2.
Although the TDs have less random noise than the TDs of flight test 1,
nonfiltered ground speed is not acceptable for RNAV information.
3. Mange/bearing, GTE/CTEB and CDI indications. The accuracy
of the range / ring calculation and the CIE /CTEB calculation was eval-
uated by simulation; however, relative accuracy was tested during the
flight tests.
Figures 6
-
14 and 6-15 are plotted using the result of flight
test 2, and figures 6-16 and 6-17 are plots made by the Fortran .simula-
tion. According to these four figures, relative accuracy of the range/
bearing are adequate. Figures 6-18 and 6-19 plot CTE and CTEB during
the flight, and they are accurate with respect to the desired course.
However, the CDI indicator produced confusion for the pilot
because the indicator showed the wrong direction to the course whenever
the airplane was moving with an angle which was more than 90° to the
desired course bearing angle (241 . 19° for flight test -2). A CDI indica-
tor using a VOR station also causes a similar problem.
In order to indicate the desired CDI indication, it is necessary
to determine the flight path vector. Since the Loran-C provides true
position information, she receiver has the capability to compute a
flight path vector for providing the correct CDI indication for any
airplane position. A software routiiie for computation of a flight path
vector and the angle difference between the vector angle and desired
course angle is added to the CTE /CTEB calculation routine.
The corrected CTE and right/left indication of flight test 2 was
plotted in figu . a 6-20 using the Fortran simulation. The corrected
CTE/CTEB routine in the RNAV program was tested using the Loran-C simu-
lator.
Figure 6-21 is a photogragh of the Ohio University Loran-C
receiver inside the Pipes Cherokee for the flight test.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Some specific conclusions can be reached as a result of the work
performed in developing a mictocomputer-based Loran-C receiver for
' reneral -aviation application.
The objective of this area navigation, software implementation is
to provide high quality air navigation information by using Loxan-C as a
navigation system for general aviation. The following conclusions are
made according to the test results in Chapter VI.
The conclusions are:
1. The high accuracy of the range/bearing calculation using the
microcomputer-based Loran-C receiver was demonstrated; the error without
a bias error does not exceed more than 0.012nm (range) or 0.09 0 (bearing)
for ranges to 530nm*
2. Operational performance, tas observe4 on a flight in a general
aviation aircraft, is obtained using a a-0 filter on time differences to
reduce random noise. Filtering TDs with the new, stable clock, with an
effective time constant is 4 seconds, effectively smooths the flight
path and does not cause serious delay on the turns.
3. The ground speed calc4ation Ath 10 kqots resolution h.---
operational stability for a constant or low-acceleration flight. Since
the ground speed calculation process passes through two filters, the
ground speed cannot be easily updated with high acceleration. According
to the effective time constants for the two filters (4 seconds for TDs
and 12 seconds for the GS calculation), a step response becomes 86.3% of
final value after 24 seconds. So the ground speed 2 calculation can
accept an acceleration which is le6s than O.13nm/s ,
4. The CTE/CTEB indication provides the relative position and
proper direction respectively to any desired course inside the Loran-C
coverage area. Even with an airplane very close to a To waypoint (less
than O.Inm) the CTE haa sufficent sensitivity to calculate an accurate
CDI indication, while the VOR navigation. system at close range is too
sensitive.
5. An execution tit%,4 nf tite WL,, _1 navigation system routine does
not exceed more than 1.5 vemds, whith is short enough for adequate
position update information for air navigation. In the northeast U.S.
chain (GRI=99600ps), the execution time is about 1.39 seconds for RNAV
position updates.
6. The Loran-C navigation system, with the new stable clock
recorded an average bias error of 0.5nm which meets the requirement
stated iri AC90-45A (enroute 2.5nm, terminal 1.5nm). Even for an
approach, this system has the capability to meet the total error of
-45A.0.6am stated in AC90
.-I
0"t
4
7. The Loran-C area navigation software makes it possible for
the general aviation user to fly to any point inside the Lorar; .-C cover-
age area in true area navigation fashion unlike VPR navigation sys.tem
with its line-of-sight and range restrictions. `-
Some problemi were identified during the testing, and these
should be addressed and solved prior to implementation by general
aviation.
1. The bias error to the north is due to signal-strength dif-
ferences of Loran-C stations and Avionics Engineering Center's receiver
implementation. The bias error can be significantly reduced with a new
RF front end [42) and applying propagation corrections. The recent
tests with the new RF front end indicated a bias error of 0.2nm. These
data were collected in the same area as the previous flight tests. The
bias error of 0.2nm could be further reduced with the application of a
propagation correction.
2. An improved ground speed response for accelerated flight.
The ground speed response for accelerated flight can be improved by
implementing a three dimensional filter [43); however, improvement of
measur..ng time differences to reduce random noise should be made to pro-
vide better data for ground speed calculations.
Contemporary microprocesso, technology has greatly improved the
capability for quality high navigation, and allows for achieving low-
cost and light weight receivers for general aviation applications. This
RNAV software promises to provide the pilot with significant operational
advantages through the use of a microcomputer-based Loran-C receiver.
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OF POOR QUALITY
APPENDIX A. The computation for an area navigation(RNAV) equipment
based on the use of VOR/DME.
6A(t)	 ee
Distance = d tg(t) /P 
2 (t) + p2e - 2pp 
e 
coso(t)
where OA = The 
*
angle from true north relating to the
aircraft
ee = The angle from true north relating to the
VOR/DME station
P (t) = The distance between the VOR/DME station
and the aircraft	 I
p(t) = The distance between the VOR/DME station
and the waypoint
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Figure A-1., Area Navigation (RNAV) Equipment.
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N
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APPENDIX B. Program listing for testing range and bearing angle
computational models.
This program was written in standard Fortran IV programming
language and run in the IBM4341 system at Ohio University.
Crrrr^*rr^** rrrrrrr***rr^t^r*****^*rrrrrrr **roar*^ **r**^•^rrr+a^rwrrrrrrr*^** n
C
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A DISTANCE AND A BEARING BETWEEN TWO
C WAYPOINTS .
C COMPARISON AMONG THREE MODELS(SPHERICAL,SIMPLIFIED ELLIPTICAL
C AND ELLIPTICAL)
C DEVICE 5 IS A INPUT DEVICE
C DEVICE 6 IS A OUTPUT DEVICE
C
C FEBRUARY/1982	 F.OGURI
C
Crrrrrrr^ ►*****•^a*rr*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr*rr*rrr**rrrr*rrrrrr*rrrrrrrrrrrrr
C
C LA1= LATITUDC OF THE RECEIVER
C LO1= LONGITUDE OF THE RECEIVER
C
C LA2= LATITUDE OF THE SECOND POINT
C L02= LONGITUDE OF THE SECOND POINT
C
REAL LAi,LA2,LOI,LO2,MU,NV,LM,LAB,LAC,MAB
C READ COORDINATES OF THE T'O POINTS AND 0ONVERT GEOCENTRIC
C COORDINATES TO RADIAN COORDINATES .
CALL RDLL(LA1,LO1)
CALL RD LL(LA2,LO2)
C READ RANGE AND SEARING ANGLE TO CALCULATE THE ERROR BETWEEN
C MEASURED VALUES AND ACTUAL VALUES.
CALL RABE(RANGE,BEAR)
DATA	 A/3443.91738/
y P1=3.1415926535898
C
C ELLIPTICAL MODEL
C
FF=1.-0.00335278
F=0.00335278
A=3443.917387
B=3432.370680
DLO=LOI-LO2
TB=FF*TAN (LA I)
TBI =FF *TAN (LA2 )
CB=SQRT(1.+TB**2)
CBI=SQRT(I.+TBI**2)
•r- SB=TB/CB
SBI =TBI /CB
CD=COS(DLO)
C1=SIN(DLO)
C2=(TBI—TB*CD)/CB
C3=(TBI*TB+CD)/CB
TBA=C1/C2
` BA=ATM'%TBA)
TAA=SQRT(Cl**2+C2**2)/03
AA=ATAN(TM)
CM=1. /SQRT (1.+TM**2)
SM=TMi;CM
MU=(AA—SAA)*(SB+SBI)**2/(1.+CM)
NV={AA+SAA)*(SB—SBI)**2/(1.—CM)
DISI=ABS(A*(AA—F*(MU+NV)/4.))
BAID=BA*180./PI
i; IF(C2.LE.O.) BAID=BAID+180.
1	 4i IF(CI.LE.O..AND.C2.GE.0.) 8AID=360.+BAIDC
!i C SPHERICAL MODEL
kr
C
)
1
'j
K ,
MAB- (LA2-LA 1) /2.	 ORIGINAL PAS jPAB-(LAI+LA2) /2. 	 OF POORTA=TAN (DLO/2. )	 QI^II.1'j`g^
T1=ATAN(SIN(MAB)/ (COS (P.AB)*TA))
T2=ATAN(COS(MAB)/(SIN(PAB)*TA))
BET=T2—T1
BA2D=BET*180./PI
IF(C2.LE.O..AND.CI.LE.O.) BA2D-BA2D+360.
IF(C1.LE.O..AND.C2.GE.0.) BA2D-360.+BA2D
LAC-2.*ATAN(TAN(MAB)*SIN(T2)/SIN(T1))
LAC=LAC*180. /PI
DIS2=60.0*LAC
C
C	 SIMPLIFIED ELLIPTICAL MODEL
C
X=DLO*COS(PAB)
Y=LA2-LA1
RR=((A*SIN(PAB))**2+(B*COS(PAB))**2)/B
DIS3-RR*SQRT(X**2+Y**2)
BA3=ATAN(X/Y)
BA3D-BA3*18O./FI
IF(X.GE,O..AND.Y.GE.O.) CONTINUE
IF(X.LE.O..AND.Y.GE.O.) BA3D=360.+BA3D
IF(Y.LT.O.) BA3D=BA3D+180,
C
C	 ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR THREE MODELS
C
ERRi=DIS1—RANGE
ERR2=13I52—RANGE
ERR3=DIS3-RANGE
ERRB1=RAID—BEAR
ERRB2=BA20—BEAR
ERRB3=BA3D—BEAR
ERROR1=((DISI—RANGE)/RANGE)*100.
ERROR2=((DIS2-•RANGE)/RANGE)*100.
ERROR3=((DIS3—RANGE)/RANGE)*100.
ERRBAI=((BAID—BEAR)/BEAR)*100.
ERRBA2=((BA2D-BEAR)/BEAR)*100.
ERRBA3=((BA3D—BEAR)/BEAR)*100.
VRITE(6,200) DISI,ERRI,BAID,ERRBI,DIS2,ERR2,BA2D,ERRB2,
1	 DIS3,ERR3,BA3D,ERRB3
200 FORMAT(1X,' DISI=',F:1.5,5X,' ERRi= I ,F9.5,5X,' BAID=I,F7.3,
1	 4X,= ERRBI=1,F6.3/
2	 1H ,' DIS2=',FI1.5,5X,' ERR2=',F9.5,5X,= BA2D=I,F7.3,
3	 4X,' ERRB2=',F6.3/
4	 1H ,' DIS3= I ,FI1.5,5X, = ERR3=',F9.5,5X, 1 BA3D=I,F7.3,
5	 4X,= ERRB3=I,F6.3)
WRITE(6o300) ERRORI,ERROR2,ERROR3,ERRBAI,ERRBA2,ERRBP,3
300 FORMAT(IX, I ERR0RI =',F9.6,5X,' ERROR2a1 ,F9.6,3X,' ERROP3=',F9.6/
3	 IH ,' ERRBAI= I ,F9.6,5X,' ERRBA2=',79.6,3X,' ERRBA3=',F9.6)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE RDLL(PHI,THE)
C
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES ENTERED BY THE
C	 USER TO RADIAN COORDINATES. INPUT FORM IS: DODO MM SS.SS
C	 WHERE 'ODDD I
 IS THE DEGREES PORTION OF THE LAT. OR LONG.,
C	 INCLUDING SING, IMM I IS THE MINUTES PORTION, AND ISS.SS I IS THE
C	 SECONDS PORTION. READ FORMAT I: 14,lX,I2,lX,F5.O.
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H2O—Z)
REALM PHI,THE
DATA PI/3.1415926535898/
DATA MSG1/ I LATI I /,MSG2/'TUDE I/,MSG3/ 1 :	 1/,MSG4/=LONG=/,MSG5/
I I ITUD I/,MSG6/'E: I/Pi1-PJ/180„
C
C PROMPT USER.
ORIGINAL 
p?Y04 t5
.t	 OF pOOR QUA
C
WRITE(6,1) MSGI,MSG2,MSG3
READ (5,10) I01,IM1,SS1
P14I=SNGL(PII*(DFLOAT(IDI)+(DFLGAT(IM1)+SS1/60.)/60.))
c
c	 PROMPT USER FOR LONGITUDE ENTRY.
c
WRITE(6,1) MSG4 
I 
MSG5,MSG6
READ(5,10) ID1,1Ml,SSi
C	 THEaSNGL(Pll*(DFLOAT(ID1)+(DFLOAT(IM1)+SSI/60.)/60.))
RETURN
1 FORMAT( 1 ENTER 1 ,3A4/ 1 DDDD MM SS.SS1)
15 FOF:AAT(2X,14,IX,12,1X,F5.2)
10 FORMAT 0 4,lX,I2,1X,F5.2)
3 FORMAT( 1 LATITUDE ® 1 , 4;,bX,12,IX,F5.2/ 1 LONGITUDE	 1,14,1X,12,
IX,F5.2)
END
SUBROUTINE RABE(DIST,OEGR)
C
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS RANDG AND BEARING WHICH ARE PUBLISHED.
c
c
DATA MSG7/ 1 0IST 1 /,MSG8/ 1 ANCE 1 /,MSG9/ 1 8EAR 1 /,MSG10/ 1 1NG 1/
c
NRITE(6,2) MSG7,MSG8
READ(5,20) MST
c
MRITE(6,4) MSG9,MSG10
READ(5,40) D£GR
c
RETURN
2 F0z%Wi ( 1 ENTER 1 ,2A4/ 1 DDDD.DDDDD I )
4 FORMAT( 1 ENTER 1 ,2A4/ 1
 BBB.BBB1)
20 FORMAT (F 10. 5)
40 FORMAT(F7.3)
25 FORMAT(2X,F10.5)
45 FORMAT(2X,F7.3)
END
t}	 R
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APPENDIX C. Program listing for microprocessor version of area
navigation (RNAV) program. This program is written in
standard 13OS6502, assembly lauguage and assembled by a
cross assembler on the IUM4341 r
***+r******^t**+******^e**r****w***at*M***^a*^r****^r*^rar*rr+r******^a********* 00000010
* 00000020
* THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATION USING THE
* MICROCOMPUTER 6502 AND THE M951 IA MATH CHIP, THERE ARE TWO
PARTS.	 THE FIRST PART IS DESIGNED TO CONVERT LORAN—C TIME -
* DIFFERENCES TO LATITUDE/LONGITUDE BY J.P.FISCHER(TPACKING
FILTER ON TIME DIFFERENCES WERE ADDED LATER BY F.OGURI), AND THE
* SECOND PART IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE RANGE/BEARING TO A WAY-
* POINT, CROSS TRACK ERROR FROM DESIRED COURSE, GROUND SPEED +^
AND ESTIMATF'tr TIME OF ARRIVAL TO THE WAYPOINT BY F. OGURI,
BDC TO-HEX CONVERSIONS ARE M ►D E FOR TIME-DIFFERENCES,
WAYPOINTS AND GRI, AND HEX—TO—BCD CONVERSIONS ARE MME FOR
* ALL CALCULATED NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATION; 	 ALL INTERNAL
CALCULATIONS ARE MADE USING BINARY FLOATING-POINT. 	 ALL SUB-
* ROUTINE ARE AT THE END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM. 	 THE NUMBER TABLE
* AREA IS DESIGNED TO BE PLACED AFTER THE SUBROUTINES; *
CONSTANTS ARE FIRST, CALCULATED VARIABLES LAST.
,,
FIRST PART:	 ALGORIT4 IS BASED ON FORTRAN PROGRAM IDEXLRN_1 * —
7/1981, J. P. FISCHER
* SECOND PART:
	 ALGOAtrIM IS BASED ON FORTRAN PROGRAM IDIST3.1
* ELLIPTICAL MODEL,
	 1/1982,	 F. OGURI
* CHANGE FOR THE VIDEO BOARD, 	 10/1982,	 F. OGURI
* * 00000150
******************* * ******+t************************************+r*** ** 00000160
* 0000010
PIRA EQU $9000
	 PEPIPHERAL AND DDR SIDE A
PIAB EQU $9002	 PERIPHERAL AND DDR SIDE B
00000210
AM9511A COMMANDS. C0000220
* 00000230
FADD EQU $10
FSUB EQU $11
FMUL EQU $12
FDIV EQU $13
SQRT EQU 1
SIN EQU 2
COS EQU 3
ATAN EQU 7
PTO F EQU $17
PUPI EQU $1A
$LTD EQU $1C
FIXD EQU $IE
CHSF EQU $15
TAN EQU $04
XCHF EQU $19
ASIN EQU $05
DMUL EQU $2E
* OD000370
* VARIABLE NAME TABLE(FOR TD-TO—POSITION CONVERSION)
* 00000390
THE FOLLOWING ARE CONSTANTS. 00000410
* 00000420
s
TCY EQU 0
I 
k
TCZ EQU TCY+4
THMY EQU TCZ+4
THR17 EQU THMY+4 a
XNR EQU THMZ+4
CTMY EQU XNR+4
♦ t
1	 t
{
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ORIGINAL rAt^ ll'  GgSTMY
CTMZ
EQU CTMY+4
EQU SVIY+4 OF POOR QUALI 8
STMZ EQU CTW+4
CXK EQU STMZ+4
SXK EQU CXK+4
C1 EQU SXK+4
C2 EQO 41 1+4
C3 EQU C2+4
C4 EQQQU C3+4
C5 E
C6 C5+4EQU
C7 EQU C6+4
C8 EQU C7+4
C9 EQU C8+4
CIO EQU C9+4
C11 EQU C1O+4
C12 EQU C11+4
C14 EQU C12+4
EM6 EQU 014+4
C256 EQU EM6+4
P180 EQU C256+4
C60 EQU P180+4
ALP F,QU C60+4 ALPHA FOR FILTER ON TOS
BET EQU ALP+4 BETA FOR FILTER ON IDS
TM EQU BET+4 TIME INTERVAL FOR FILTER ON TDS
* THE FOLLOWING ARE CALCULATED VARIABLES,.
* (FOR TD-TO-POSITION CONVERSION)
TY EQU TM+4
TZ EQU TY+4
PY EQU TZ+4
PZ EQU PY+4
Cry EQU PZ'+4
SPY EQU CPY+4
CPZ EQU SPY+4
SPZ EQU CPZ+4
AY EQU SPZ+4
AZ EQU AY+4
BY EQU AZ+4
BZ EQU BY+4
Ui EQU BZ+4
U2 EQU U1+4
U3 EQU U2+4
UU EQU U3+4
CDBY EQU UU+4
THMS EQU COBY+4
CB EQU THMS+4
CA EQU CB+4
CC EQU CA+4
F EQU CC+4
G EQU F+4
H EQU G+4
THGS EQU H+4 LONGITUDE OF THE RECEIVER
PH3S EQU THGS+4 LATITUDE OF THE RECEIVER
TEMP EQU PHGS+4
TYP EQU TEMP+4
TZP EQU TYP+4
lYS EQU TZP+4
TZS EQU iY S+4
VTYP EQU TZS+4
VTZP EQU VTYP+4
PAGE-ZERO ASSIGNMENTS
ORG 0
TDA BSS 4 PACKED BC) /W TENTH DIGIT
BSS 4 PACKED BCD /W TENTH DIGIT
ORG $68
AGCF BSS I
AGCB BSS 1
BASE1 BSS 2 BASE ADDRESS FOR NUMBER MOVE
XLIM BSS 1 INDEX LIMIT USED IN NUMBER CONVERSION ROUTINES
00000730
00000750
00001060
00001070
00001060
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XTEMP BSS
YTEMP BSS
COUNT BSS
VY BSS
FLAG BSS
HEX	 BSS
RES BSS
DVDN BSS:
CNT2 BSS
CWT3 BSS
CNT4 BSS
CNT5 BSS
PREWP BSS
FLG3 BSS
TW'	 BSS
GRI1 BSS
ARCN BSS
CTEBN BSS
LOLA BSS
LOPG BSS
FLT BSS
NOLP BSS
TDTMP BSS
PRTMP BSS
SMTMP BSS
VLTMP BSs
SAVE b'WaA FOR X-REGESTER
SAVE AREA FOR Y-REGESTER
COUNT-DOWN REGESTER
TABLE FOR BUILDING UP HEX NUMBER FROM BCD
RESIDUE TABLE FOR BINARY MULTIPLICATION
HEX NUMBER TO BE CONVERTED TO BCD
PREVIOUS WAYPOINT NUMBERS
TEMPORARY REGISTER FOR GW CONVERSION
ADDRESS OF GS REFERENCE "rABLE(GRI LOOP COUNT)
ADDRESS OF GS REFERENCE TABLE(RANGEI
ADDRESS OF GS REFERENCE TABLE(CTES)
FLAG FCR LOWPAGE OF VIDEO SCREEN
tF 00001270
* THE FOLLOWING ARE THE 00001280
* COMPUTED LATITUDE/LONGITUDE AND RANGE/BEARING. 	 ALL OD001290
* ARE IN PACKED BCD FORMAT. 	 THESE ARE DESIGNED TO COOO1300
If INTERFACE TO SENSOR SOFTWARE. 00001310
00001320
LAT BSS 3 FORMAT:
	
(EX.) 39 19 20 — DEGREES, MINUTES, SEOON
BSS 3 FORMAT:
	
(EX.) 82 05 56 — DEGREES, MINUTES, SECON
BSS 3 FORMAT:
	
(EX.) 01 34 52 — HOURS, MINUTES, SECOND
GSP BSS 10 FORMAT: (EX.) 20 56 —
	
205.6 K44
BASE BSS 2 ADDRESS OF FLOATING-POINT TABLE
VIDEO BSS 2 ADDRESS OF VIDEO SCREEN M.kP
WP BSS i MN : WAYPOINTN M= 1,5	 N=1,5
WPG BSS i TO WAYPOINT
WPS BSS 1 FROM WAYPOINT
LLLP BSS 1
WPTB BSS 48 NO DD MM SS OD DO MM SS
	
LA2 AND L02 IN DEGREE
*
* USERIS WAYPOINT TABLE
ORG SAC
HEX 12 —WP
HEX 00 —WPG
HEX 00 —WPS
*
*	 ADDRESS OF GRI AND BIF1
*
GRI EQU $0012 GRI DATA BUFFER
BIF1 EQU $0041 LOOP COUNTER
GRIN EQU S03EO REFERENCE TABLE FOR GRI LOOP COUNT
* THE FOLLOWING ARE CONSTANTS.(FOR RNAV)
*
RCR2 EQU 0 3443.9174NM
F1 EQU RCR2+4 0.00335278
F2 EQU F1+4 1—F)
ONE EQU F2+4 1
FOUR EQU ONE+4 4
D3618 EQU FOUR+4 3600*180/PI
D36E6 EQU D3618+4 36.OE6
F20 EQU D36E6+4 20
P18 EQU F20+4 180/131
PAl2 EQU P18+4 2*PI RADIANS
P'12D EQU PAl2+4 360 DEGREE
060 EQU P120+4 60
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ALPG EQU D60+4 ALPHA FOR FILTER IN GS CALCULATION
BETG EaU ALPG+4 BETA FOR FILTER IN GS CALCULATION
LO1 EQU BETE+4 LONGITUDE OF FROM WAYPOINT
LAI EQU LOi+4 LATITUDE OF FROM WAYPOINT
02 EQU LA1+4 LONGITUDE OF TO WA'lP01NT
LA2 EQU 1-02+4 LATITUDE OF TO WAYPOINT
* CALCULATED VARIABLES.(FOR RNAV)
COB. EQU LAR+4
SB EQU COST,
Cal EQU SB+4
Sal EQ.kR CBI+4
COI EQU SBI+4
002 EQSJ 001+4
CO3 EQ ►,J CO2+4
BA EQU 003+4
SAA EQU BA+4
CAA EQU SM+4
AA EQU CAA+4
MU EQU AA+4
NV EQU M1J+4
ARC:1 EQU NV+4
ARC? EQU ARC1+4
PSI1 EQU ARC2+4
P.S12 FQU X11+4
BNYY EQU PS12+4
HEL,PP WU BNYY+4
TIME EQU HELPP+4
CTEB EQU TIME+4
GS EQU CTEB+4
CTEB1 EQU GS+4
ww EQU GTEB1+4
* FOR GROUND SPEED CALCULATION.
CTEBO EQU WW+4 PRIVIOUS CTEB FOR GS CALCULATION
ARCO EQU CTEBO+4 PRIVIOUS RANGE FOR GS CALCULATION
GRITT EQU ARC0+4 TOTAL GRI LOOP COUNT
GSPRD EQU GRITT+4 GS PREDICTED VALUE
A0°RD EQU GSPRD+4
GSSM EQU ACPRD+4
CALCULATED VARIABLES FOR BCD TO FLOATING POINT FORMATCONVERSION.
ORG $038C
BNY BSS 4 WAYPOINT REGISTER
HELP BSS 4 GRI CONVERSION REGISTER
^tRG S03BO
GRII BSS 4 TOTAL REFERENCE OF GRI LOOP COUNT
ORO $3A4
W BSS 4 TEMPORARY REGISTER FOR WAYPOINT 0014VERSION
ORG $1800
CONVERT TDIS FROM BCD TO FLOATING-POINT
LDX =0
LOY =TY CONVERT TDA FIRST
STY YTEMP
LDA =2
STA COUNT CONVERT TWO TDS
STA BASE+1
CLD SET DECIMAL MODE OFF
* BCD-TO-HEX CONVERSION
TOHEX LDY =6 SIX DIGITS
LOA =0
—1
00001390
00001400
COOO1410
C0001480
CDO01490
00001500
x
OF POOH QUALI'
ii
F
a ^
OF, POOR QU ASTA HEX
STA HEX+1
STA HEX+2
STA FLAG
JMP LFOUR DO LOWER PART FIRST
UFOUR DEC FLAG
LDA TDA,X GET A BYTE
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
JMP T03 DO THE MAIN CONVERSION
LFOUR INC FLAG
LDA TDA,X GET A BYTE
AND =EF REMOVE UPPER FOUR BITS
NK
T03 CLC FOR ADDITION
ADC HEX+2
STA HEX+2 ADD DIGIT TO PARTIAL SUM
BCC NOC GO IF NO CARRY OUT
INC HEX+1
NOC DEY NEXT DIGIT
BEQ TOD IF DONE, LEAVE
STY XTEMP SAVE COUNTER
* MULTIPLY PARTIAL SUM BY TEN
LDA =0
STA RES CLEAR MULT. TABLE
STA RES+1
STA RES+2
LDA =10 DIVISOR
LDY =8
T02 CLC
ROL RES+2
ROL RES+1
ROL RES
ASL A
BCC NOC2
PHA
CLC
LDA RES+2
ADC HEX+2
STA RES+2
LDA RES+1
ADC HEX+1
STA RES+I
LDA RES
ADC HEX
STA RES
PLA
NOC2 DEY
BNE T02
LDY XTEMP
LDA RES
STA HEX
LDA RES+I
STA HEX+1
LDA RES+2
STA HLX+2
LDA FLAG
BNE UFOUR
JMP LFOUR
* NOW CHANGE INTEGER PART TO FLOATING-POINT
^► THEN ADD IN THE FRACTIONAL PART,
TOD LDY YTEMP
STX XTEMP SAVE THE CURRENT DIGIT LOCATION
LDA =0
STA (BASE),Y CLEAR THE UPPER TWO BYTES
1w
LDA HEX MSB OF HEX INTEGER
00001760
00001770
OD001780
00002080
00002090
00002100
00002110
-1V5-
•	 tr^y	 y
1 N
LDA HEX+i LSB OF HEX INTEGER
STA (BASE),Y
INY
LDA HEX+2
STA (BASE),Y
LDY YTEMP POINT TO TO NUMBER
JSR PUSH GIVE IT TO 9511
LDA =FLTD
JSR CMNO CONVERT INTEGER TO FLOATING-POINT
LDY =EM6 CONSTANT 1E-7
JSR PUSH
LDA -FMUL CONVERT FROM MICROSECONDS,.,
JSR CMND TO SECONDS
LDY YTEMP GET THE TO LOCATION AGAIN
JSR POP AND STORE THE TO
DEC COUNT SEE IF BOTH TDS CONVERTED
BEQ ABFLT IF SO, START TD-TO-POSITION ODNVERSirA
TOD1
	 LDX XTEW SET UP FOR NEXT TO
I NX
LDY =TZ AbDRESS OF TDB
STY YTEMP STORE IT
JMP TOHEX REPEAT
*	 ALPHA BETA FILTERING
AOFLT
	
LDA NOLP
CM? =1
BNE ABFLT2
LDX =0
LDA =0
ABFLTI STA S02FB,X
INX
CPX =8
BNE ABFLTI
LDY =TY
JSR PUSH
LDY =TZ
JSR PUSH
LDY =TZP
JSR POP
LDY =TYP
JSR POP
JMP SUTD
ABFLT2 LDA =$7C
STATDTMP TY
LDA =$E8
STA PRTMP TYP
LDA =SFO
STA SMTMP TYS
LDA =fF8
STA VLTMP VTYP
ABFLT3 LDY TDTMP
JSR PUSH
LDY PRTMP
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND TY-TYP
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY =ALP
JSR -PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND ALP*(TY-TYP)
LDY PRTMP
JSR PUSH
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND TYP+ALP*(TY-TYP)
LDY SWMP
JSR POP TYS=TYP+ALP*(TY-TYP)
-1 %-•
3	 4
y
y
j
t
t
1	 h
ORIG^ 9i - ^^' : :t n F;^
STA (BASE) Y
	
PUT IN TABLE FOR 9511 	 OF POOR QUALITV
s	 -	 n
#'
LOY =BET
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND
LDY =TM
JSR PUSH
LOA =FDIV
JSR CMND
LDY VLTMP
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND
LOA mPTOF
JSR CMND
LDY VLTMP
JSR POP
LDY TM
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND
LDY SMTMP
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY PRTMP
JSR POP
LDY TDTMP
JSR POP
LOA TDTMP
^,W =$80
BEQ SUM
ABFLT4 INC TOTMP
INC PRTMP
I NC SMTMP
INC VLTMF
LOA TDTMP
CW =$80
BNE ABFLT4
JMP ABFLT3
," a '!$
b'RIGI IT,'- ^+- , y ti
OF Poov .CtWALITY
BET*(TY—TYP)
VTYP=VTYPFBET*(TY TYP)/TM
TM*VTYS
TYS+TM*VTYS
TYP=TYS+TM*VTYS
TY=TYS+TM*VTYS
* 00002770
* CALCULATE OPY I C0002780
* 00002790
SUTD LDY =XAR IXNRI
JSR PUSH PUSH ON STACK
LDY =TY ITYI
JSR PUSH
LDY =TCY ITCYI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND SUBTRACT TY—TYC
LDA =FMUL
K
,... JSR CMND XNR*(TY—TYC)
LDY =THMY ITHMYI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND XNR*(TY—TZ)—THMY
• LDY =PY IPYl
JSR POP PUT IPY I 	INTO TABLE
* 00002960
* CALCULATE IPZ I 00002970
w
* 00002980
LDY =XNR IXNRI
JSR PUSH PUSH ONTO STACK
LDY =TZ ITZI i	 H
JSR PUSH PUSH ONTO STACK
+:. LDY =TCZ ITCZI r?	 ^
JSR PUSH PUSH ONTO STACK f(
LDA =FSUB i4
t JSR CMND TZ—TCZ
LDA =FMUL
`-JSR CMND XNR*(TZ—TCZ)
d
r r
r
1
r
c
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LOY -THMZ
JSR PUSH	
' THMZ ► 	
OF POOR QUALITY
LOUR =FSUB
JSR CMND	 XNR*(TZ-TCZ)—THMZ
LOY -PZ	 LOCATION FOR ►PZ ►
JSR POP	 STORE RESULT IN ► PZ, ►
* C0003150
CALCULATE CPY,SPY,CPZ,SPZ 00003160
* 00003170
LOY -'Y	 ► PY ►
JSR PUSH	 PUSH IT
LOY =PY	 ►PY ►
JSR PUSH	 DUPLICATE STACK
LOA =00S
JSR CMND	 COS(PY) 
LOY =CP Y	 FOR CP Y
JSR POP
	
GET IT
LOA =SIN
JSR CMND	 SIN(PY)
LOY =SPY {
JSR POP	 GET SPY
LOY =PZ	 ► PZ ►
JSR'2USH
LOY =PZ	 ► PZ*
JSR PUSH
LOA =COS
JSR CMND	 COS(PZ)
LOY =CPZ	 LOCATION FOR CPZ
JSR POP
LOA =SIN
JSRCMND
	 SIN(PZ) h«,
LOY =SPZ	 LOCATION FOR ► SPZ ►
JSR POP
* COW3420	 ti
* CACULATE ► AY C0003430
* 00003440
LOY =CPY	 ► CPY ►
JSR PUSH
LOY STMY	 ►CTMY ►
JSR PUSH
LOA =FSUB
JSR OWD
	 C PY—CTW
LOY =STMY	 ► STMY ►
JSR PUSH
,- LOA =FD IV
JSR CMD	 (CPY—CTMY)/STMY
LOY =AY	 ► AY ►
JSR POP
* 00003570
CALCULATE I AZ ► 00003580
* 0003590
LOY =CPZ	 ► CPZ ►
JSR PUSH
LOY =CTMZ	 ► CTMZI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FSUB
JSR CMND	 CPZ-CTMZ
LOY =STMZ	 ►STMZ ►
JSR PUSH
LOA =FD 1 Y
JSR CMND	 (CPZ—CTMZ)/STMZ
LOY =AZ	 LOCATION FOR ► AZ ►
JSR POP
* 00003720
CALCULATE ► BY ► 00003730
* COW3740
LOY =SPY	 ► SPY ►
JSR PUSH
LOY =STMY	 ► STMY ►
JSRPUSHLOA 
=FDIV
*? JSRCMND	 SPY/STMY
4
LOY =BY	 LOCATION FOR ►BY ► {
}
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*
JSR POP GET IT
C0003830
* CALCULATE l BZ f 00003840
* 00003850
LDY =S.PZ lSPZt
JSR PUSH
LDY =STMZ ISTMZI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FD IV
JSR CMND SPZ/STMZ
LDY -BZ LOCATION FOR lBZ+
JSR POP GET IT
00003940
* CALCULATE ful l 00003950
* 00003960
LDY =AY fAY1
JSR PUSH
LDY SXK iCXKl
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMJL
JSR CMND AY*CXK
LDY =AZ IAZI
JSRPUSH
LOA =FSUB
JSR CMND AY*CXK-AZ
LDY =U1 LOCATION FOR 'U1l
JSR POP
* 00004090
* CALCULATE I U2 1 00004100
* 00004110
LDY =AY Il!Y t
JSR PUSH
LDY =SXK lSXKl }
JSR PUSH i
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND AY*SXK
LDY =U2
JSR POP GET	 IU21
* 00004200
* CALCULATE fU3 l 00004210
00004220
LDY =AZ IAZI
JSR PUSH
LDY =BY 1BY1
JSR PUSH ".
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND AZ*BYE
LDY MY 1 AY 1
JSR PITH
LDY --BZ IBZ+
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR C!NJD AY*BZ
LOA =FSUB
JSR CKM AZ*BY-AY*BZ
LDY =U3 LOCATION FOR IU31
JSR POP
* CDO04390
CALCULATE l UU f 00004400
' * 00004410
LDY =U1 full
JSR PUSH
LDY =J1 full
_ JSRPUSH
i LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND U1*U1 t
LDY =U2 IU21 .
JSR PUSH
r N. LDY =U2
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMJL 1
JSRCMJD U2*U2
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND U1 *U1+U2*U2
,f
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LDY -)U LOCATION FOR lUUl
JSR POP
CALCULATE lCDBYl
LDY =UU IUUI
JSR PUSH
LDY v)3 lU3l
JSR PUSH
LDY =U3 IU31
JSR PUSH
LOA =FM1L
JSR CMND U3*U3
LOA -FSUB
JSR CMND UU-U3*U3
LOA =SQRT
JSR CMND SQRT(UU-U3*U3)
LDY -U2 IU21
JSR PUSH
LOA =FM1UL
JSR CMND U2*$,QRT(UU-U3*U3)
LDY =U3 IU31
JSR PUSH
LDY =f1 lull
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMJD U3*U1
LOA =FADD
JSR CMNO U3*U1+U2*SQRT(UU-U3*U3)
LDY -UU fUU1
JSR PUSH
LOA =FDIV
JSR CMND ('U3*U1+U2*SQRT(UU-U3*U3))/UU
LDY =CDBY LOCATION FOR lCDBYl
JSR POP
*	 CALCULATE ITHMS?
*
LDY =AY lAYl
JSR PUSH
LDY -BY 1BY 1
JSR PUSH
LDY =COBY lCDBYl
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND BY+CDBY
LOA =FD I V
JSR CMND AY/(BY+CDBY)
LOA =ATAN
JSR CMNO ATAN(AY/(BY+CDBY))
LDY =THMS LOCATION FOR ITHMS1
JSR PCP
*
*	 CALCULATE ICBI
LDY THMS ITHMSF
JSR PUSH
LOA -COS
JSR CIND COS(THMS)
LDY -CB LOCATION FOR ► CBl
JSR POP
*
CALCULATE ICAI
LDY =THMS ITHMS1
JSR PUSH
LDY =PY lPY'
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND THMS+PY
LDA =COS
JSR CMND COS(THMS+PY)
d
:F
00004580
00004590
00004600
00004910
00004920
00004930
00005080
00005090
00005100
00005170
00005180
00005190
,I
LDY =CA LOCATION FOR I CA l OF Poo	 Q"u,;,14: 1+l
JSR POP
* 00005300
* CALCULATE I C0 1 00005310
* C0005320
LDY =THMS ITHMS'
JSR PUSH
LDY -PZ lPZ l
JSR PUSH
LDA =FADD
.t70
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND THMS+PZ
LDA =COS
JSR CMND COS(THMSIPZ)
LDY =CC LOCATION FOR VCCI
JSR POP
* C0005430
* CALCULATE l F+ C0005440
* 0000 5,150
LDY =C1 IC1
JSR PUSH
LDY =CA ICAI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMD C1*CA
LDY =C2 IC21
JSR PUSH
LDY =CB ICBV
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND C2*CB
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND C1*CA+C2*CB
LDY =C3 IC31
JSR PUSH
LDY =CC ICCI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMJL
JSR CMND C3*CC
E LDA =FADD
j JSR CMND 01*CA+C2*CB+C3*CC
' LDY =F LOCATION FOR IFI
' JSR POP
* 00005700
d * CALCULATE I G I 00005710
* CODO5720
LDY =C4 I C4 1
JSR PUSH
LDY =CA VCAV
JSR PUSH
' LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND C4*CA
LDY =C5 IC51
JSR PUSH
LDY =CB ^CB^
JSR PUSH
°t LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND C5*CB
LDA =FADD
I JSR CMND C4*CA+C5*CB
LDY =C6 IC61
JSR PUSH #
f LDY =CC ICCI
JSR PUSH f
LDA =FMUL ft JSR CMND 6*CCI
LDA =FADD t
JSR CMD C4*CA+C5*CB+C6*CC
LDY =G
JSR POP
I G I
GET IGI
I
<.
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* 00005970
* CALCULATE I H I 00005980
* 00005990
LOY =C7 IC71
JSR PUSH
LOY =CA #CAI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND C7*CA
LOY =C8 IC81
JSR PUSH
LOY =CB ICBI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND C8*CB
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND C7*CA+C8*CB
LOY =C9 IC91
JSR PUSH
LOY =CC ICCI
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND C9*CC
LOA =FADD
JSR CMNC C7*CA+C8*CB+C9*Cr
LOY =H LOCATION IHI
JSR POP
* 00006240
* CALCULATE I THGS I C0006250
* 00006260
LOY =G IGI
JSR PUSH
LOY X10 Iclol
JSR PUSH
_ LOA =FAD(
JSR CMND G+C10
LDY <F IF'
JSR PUSH
LBY =C1) ICIII
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND F+C1)
LOA =FD IV
JSR CMND (G+C10)/(F+Cll)
" LOA =ATAN
JSR CMND ATAN((G+C10)/(F+Cll))
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND DUPLICATE STACK
LOY =THGS
JSR POP GET THGS
LOY =Pl80 180/PI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND CONVERT FROM RADIANS TO DEGREES
LDX =3 POINT TO LONGITUDE FIELD
:. LOA =6 INDEX LIMIT
STA XLIM
' LOA =$86 VIDEO LOCATION FOR LONG.
i STA VY
JSR TOBCD2 CONVERT TO DEGREES, MINUTES, SECONDS
* 00006490
* CALCULATE I PHGS I 00006500
' * C0006510
_ LOY =THGS ITHGS ►
JSR PUSH
' LOA =SIN
JSR CMND 
LOY 1
JSR PUSH
LOY X14 x
JSR PUSH
F	 i
LOA =FMUL
P
w`
4ALA 
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IrkOF
JSR CKJD C14*C14
LDA -Ft• U L
JSR CMND C14*C14*SIN(THGS)
LDY =H 1H1
JSR PUSH
LDY =C12 IC121
JSR PUSH
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND H+012
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND C14*C14*SIN(THGS)*(H+12)
LDY -G IGI
JSR PUSH
LDY =CIO lC10f
JSR PUSH
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND G+C13
LOA =FD IV
JSR CMND C14*CI4*SIN(THGS)*(H+C12)/(G+CIO)
LDA =ATAN
JSR CMND ARCTAN(C14*C14'^SIN(THGS)*(F:+Cl2)/(G+CI3))
LDA =PTOF
JSR CM4D DUPLICATE STACK LOCATIONS
LDY -PHGS
JSR POP GET PHGS
LDY =180 180/PI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMD CONVERT PHGS FROM RADIANS TO DEGREES
LOX =0 LOCATION FOR LATITUDE FIELD
LDA =3 INDEX LIMIT
STA XLIM
LDA =$66 VIDEO LOCATION FOR LAT,
STA VY
JSR TOBCD2 CONVERT TO DEGREES, MINUTES, SECONDS
*	 AREA NAVIGATION CALCULATION
*
RNAV LDA =3
STA BASE+I BASE=3300
CLD
*
LDX =1
STX FLG3 FLG3=1
LDA WP
CMP PREWP IS A WAYPOINT CHANGED?
BNE WPCV2 IF YES, GET NEW WAYPOINT COORDINATE.
DEC FLG3 FLG3=0
JMP RABAO
* CONVERT V!AYPOINT(LO2,LA2) FROM BCD TO FLOATING POINT.
*
WPCV1 LDA WP READ WAYPOINT NUMBERS
WPCV2 STA PREWP STORE NEW WAYPOINT NUMBERS
LDX FLG3 WHEN FLG3=1, FROM WAYPOINT CASE.
BEQ WPCV3 WHEN FLG=0, TO WAYPOINT CASE.
AND =SFO READ FROM WAYPOINTNUMBER
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
STA WPS STORE FROM WAYPOINT NUMBER
ORA =$30
STA 3AO15 DISPLAY FROM WAYPOINT NO.
JK* WPCV4
WPCV3 AND ---:o u* READ TO WAYPOINT NUMBER
STA MPG STORE TO WAYPOINT NO.
ORA =$30
STA $A055 DISPLAY TO WAYPONT N0,
WPCV4 LDX =0
STX CNT2
LO LDA WPTB,X
00006700
-113--
LL
AND =$FO READ WAYPOINT NO,. ON WAYPOINT TABLE
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LOY FLG3
CMP WPG,Y FIND W,,YP01NT NUMBER
BEQ L00 IF FIND NO., BRANCH TO L00
LDY =8
WPCV5 INX INCREMENT 8 TIMES
D EY
BNE WPCV5
JMP LO TRY TO FIND AGAIN
L00 LOA =
STA CNT1 CLEAR COUNTERI
STA W+1 CLEAR TEMPORARY REGISTER
STA W+2
STA W+3
STA BNY CLEAR MS8 OF WAYPOINT REGISTER
L10 LOA W'TB,X
AND =1
BEQ L7 IF DEGREE IS LESS THAN 100, BRANCH TO L7
LOA =$64
STA W+3
LOA =1
L7 LDY FLG3
BEQ L2
LDY CNT2
BNE L77
LDY =0
JMP L3
L77 LDY =$20
JMP L3
L2 LDY CNT2
BNE L22
LDY =$40
JMP L3
L22 LDY =$60
L3 ORA =$30
STA SAO17,Y
INY
L4 INX
LOA W'TB,X
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
ORA =$30
STA SAO17,Y
NY
LOA MPTB,X
AND =$OF
ORA =$30
STA SAO17,Y
INY
NY
CPY =SOA
BEQ L6
CPY =$2A
BEQ L6
CPY =$4A
BEQ L6
CPY =$6A
BEQ L6
JMP L4
L6 DEX
DID(
* UPDIGIT*10+LOWDIGIT
L5 LOA =0
STA BNY+3 CLEAR LSB OF WAYPOINT REGISTER "`
r1
^t
s
OF FOUR QUALWY
ORIC!" 14
LOY =4	 OF POOR QUALFFY
Lo LDA WPTB,X
STA LOI.A
L88 ASL 8NYf3
ASL LOLA
8C0 L9
LOA w-10
CLc
ADC BNY+3
STA SNY+3
L9 DEY
BNE L88 WHEN IT'S DONE,	 (BNY+3)=UPDIGIT*10.
LDA W'TB,X
AND =$OF READ LOWDIGIT
CLC
ADC BNY+3
STA BNY+3 (BNY+3)=UPDIGIT*10+LOWDIGIT
L25 INC CNTI
INX NEXT BYTE
* WPT. REGISTER = TEMP.REGISTER+WPT.REGISTER
CLC
LDA W+3
ADC BNY+3
STA BNY+3
BCC L28
INC W+2
L28 LDA W+2
STA BNY+2
LDA W+1
STA BNY+1
LDY CNTI
CPY =3
BNE L35	 IF IT I S NOT {HONE, BRANCH TO L35
JMP L50	 IF THE OONVERTION 1S DONE, JMP TO L50
I' *	 MULTIPLY BY 60
L35
	
STX CNT3
LDY e3NYY
JSR PUSH
` LDY =D60
r ` JSR PUSH
LOA =DMUL
JSR CMND
LDY =WW
JSR POP	 TEMP.REGISTER = WPT.REGISTER*60.
LDX CNT3
JMP L5	 1F THE MULTIPLICATION IS DONE, JUMP TO L5
*
L50 STX CNT3
LOY =BNYY
=5R PUSH
LDA =FLTD	 CHANGE FIXD TO FLOATING POINT
JSR CMND
LDY =D3618
JSR PUSH
LDA =FDIV	 DIVIDE BY 3600 AND CONVERT IT INTO RADIAN UNIT
JSR CMND
LDA FLG3
BEQ L70
LDA CNT2
BNE L60
LDY =LAI
JSR POP	 CONVERSION FOR LATITUDE OF FROM WPT, IS DONE
INC CNT2
LDX CNT3
JMP LOO
L60	 LDY =LO1
JSR POP	 CONVERSION FOR LONGITUDE OF FROM WPT. IS DONE
DECFLG3
JMP WPCV1
L70	 LDA CNT2
-115-
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BNE LBO
LOY -LA2
JSR POP CONVERSION FOR LATrrUDE OF TO WT. IS DONE.
NC CNT2
LOX CNT3
JMP LOO
LBO LDY =LO2
JSR POP CONVERSION FOR LONGITUDE OF TO WT. IS DONE,
INC FLG3 FLG3-1
*	 TRANSFER CONTENTS OF THGS, PHGS TO L01, LA	 IN THIS PROGRAM
LDY =LA1 MIEN WAYPOINT ARE NOT CHANGED.
JSR PUSH DESIRED COURSE IS CALCULATED.
JMP TRAM
* CALCULATE 1 0013 1 AND ISBI
RABAO DEC 8ASE+1 BASE=$200
LDY -PHGS PHGS IS LATITUDE OF THE RECEIVER.
JSR PUSH
INC 8ASE+1 BASE=$300
TRANI LDA -TAN
JSR CMND TAN(LAI
LDY =F2
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMNO F2*TAN(LA1)
LDA =ATM!
JSR CMND B-ATM (F2*TAN(LA1))
LDA -PTOF
JSR CRID
LDA L-COS
JSR CMND COS(B)
LDY =COB
JSR POP COB=OOS(B)
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIN(B)
LDY =SB
JSR POP SB=SIN(B)
*
*	 CALCULATE 'CBI I AND ISBII
LDY =LA2
JSR PUSH
LDA =TAN
JSR CMND TAN(LA2)
LDY =F2
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSK CMND F2*TAN(LA2)
LDA =ATAN
JSR CMND BI=ATAJ4(F2*TAN(LA2))
LDA -PTOF
JSR CMND
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIN(BI)
LDY =SBI
JSA POP SBI=SIN(BI)
LDA =COS
JSR CMND COS(BI)
LDY =CBI
JSR POP CBI -COS (B1
*
CALCULATE IC01I
...I
LDA FLG3
BEQ RABA1
	 IF WAYPOINTS ARE NOT CHANGED, BRANCH TO RABA1
LDY =LO1	 WHEN WAYPOINFS ARE CHANGED,
JSR PUSH	 DESIRED ODURSE IS CALCULATED.
JMP RABA2
RA A1 DEC BASE+1 J`
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LOY =THGS
JSt; PUSH
I 	 BASE+I
RABA2 LOY =1.02
411 PUSH
LOA =FSUB
JSR CMND LOi-LO2
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LOA =SIN
JSR CMND .5,'N(DLO)
LOY =CBI
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMJL
JSR CMND COS(BI)*SIN(DLO)
LOY =COI
JSR POP 001=00S(BI)*SIN(DLO)
CALCULATE ICO21
LOA =00 S
JSR CMNa ODS(DLO)
LOY =CBI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMJL
JSR CMND COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
LOA -PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY =SB
JSRPUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND SIN(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
LOY -COB
JSR PUSH
LOY =SBI
JSR PUSH
LOA ^^i+UL
JSR CMND COS(B)*SIN(BI)
LOA =XCHF
JSR CMND
LOA =FSUB
JSR CMND COS(B)*SIN(BI)-SIN(B)*ODS(BI)*COS(DLO)
LOY =CO2
JSR POP C2=COS(B)*SIN(BI)-SIN(B)*COS(BI)*C0S(DLO)
*
* CALCULATE ICO31
*
LOY SOB
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND COS(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
LOY =SB
JSR PUSH
LOY =SBI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMJD SIN(B)*SIN(BI)
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND SIN(B)*SIN(BI)+COS(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
LOY -0O3
JSR POP CO3=SIN(B)*SIN(BI)+COS(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
*
CALCULATE IBAI
*
LOY =C01
JSR PUSH
LOY -0O2
JSR PUSH
LOA =FDIY
JSR CMND COI/CO2
LOA -ATAN
JSR CMND ATAN(COI/CO2)
-I
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LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY =BA
JSR POP BA=ATAN(COI/CO2)
* CALCULATE lAAl
LDA -PTOF
JSR CMND
LDA =COS
JSR CMND COS(BA)
LDY =CO2
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND CO2*COS(BA)
LDA =XCHF
JSR CMND
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIN(BA)
LDY =001
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMJD COl*SIN(BA)
LDA =FADD
JSR CMVU CO2*COS(BA)+CO1*SIN(BA)
LDY -0O3
JSR PUSH
LDk =FD IV
JSR CMND (CO2*COS(BA)+COI*S.N(BA))/CO3
LDA WAN
JSR CMND ATAN((CO2*COS(BA)+COI*SIN(BA)),/003)
LDA -PTOF
JSR 04ND
LDY =AA
JSR PCP AA=ATAN((CO2*COS(BA)+COI*SIN(BA))/CO3)
*
* CALCULATF I SAA I AND lCAAl
*
*
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIN(AA)
_ LDY =SAA,
JSR POP SAA=SIN(AA)
LDA =COS
JSR CMND COS(AA)
LDY =CAA
JSR POP CAA=COS(AA)
*
' * CALCULATE lKJf
*
`i LDY =SB
JSR PUSH
LDY =SBI
JSR P1.SH
LDA =FADD
JSR CNND SIN(B)+SIN(BI)
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMNG
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND M=(SIN(B)+SIN(BI))**2
x *
LDY -ONE
JSR PUSHp,
LDY AAA
JSR PUSH
F
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND I .—COS(AA)
LDY =SAA
JSR PUSH
LDA =FDIV
,F
v
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OF poon QUALITY
JSR CMND (I.-COS(AA))/SIN(AA)
LOY =AA
JSR PUSH
LOY -SM
JSR PUSH
LOA -PSUB
JSR CMND AA-SIN(AA)
LOY =SM
JSR PUSH
LOA =FDIV
JSR CMND (AA-SIN(AA))/SIN(AA)
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND U=(1.-,COS(AA))/SIN( AA)	 (AA-SIN( AA))/SIN(M)
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND M*U
LOY %MU
JSR POP 14J=M*U
CALCULATE INV#
LOY =SB
JSR PUSH
LOY =SBI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FSUB
JSR CMND SIN(B)-SIN(BI)
LOY =SM
JSR PUSH
LOA =FD IV
JSR C!4ID (SIN(G)-SIN(Bl))/SIN(AA)
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LOA - F,` ,' L
JSR CMND N-(	 (SIN(B)-SIN(Bl))/SIN(AA) )**2
LDY -ONE
JSR PUSH
LOY =CM
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND I.+COS(AA)
LOY =M
JSR PUSH
LOY -SAA
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND AA+SIN(AA)
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND V=(I.+COS(AA))*(AA+SIN(M))
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND N*V
LOY =NV
JSR POP NV-N*V
CALCULATE IRANGEI
LOY =AA
JSR PUSH
LOY =W
JSR PUSH
LDY =NV
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
„SR CMND MJ 4NV
LDY =FI
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND Fl*(MU+NV)
LOY =FOUR
JSR PUSH
LOA -FD IV
JSR CMND F1*(MU+NV )/4.
W^i
0
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LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND	 AA - F1*(MU+NV)/4.
LOY =RCR2
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMJL
ORIGINAL PAP ,, ff
OF POOR QUAL17Y
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JSR CM RCR2*( AA - F1*(MJ+NV)/4.	 )
t `Y =ARC1
JSR POP ARCI=RCR2*(AA-F1*(MU+NV)/4.)
*
LOY =ARC1
LDA (BASE),Y IF ARC1 IS NEGATIVE, CHANGE THE SIGN TO POSITIVE
BPL L44
JSR PUSH
LDA =CHSF
JSR CMJD ARC1=-ARC1
LOY =ARC1
JSR POP
*
* CALCULATE (BEARINGS
*
*
L44 LOY =BA
JSR PUSH
LOY =CO2
LDA (BASE),Y
BPL L55 IF CO2>0, JUMP TO L55
LDA	 'UPI
JSR CMJD
LDA =FADD
JSR CPTID BA+180
JMP L66
L55 LOY =CO1
LOA (BASE),Y
BPL L66 IF CO M, JUMP TO L66
LOY #'A 12
JSR PUSH
LDA =FADD
JSR CAaD BA+360
L66 LDA =PTOF
JSR CMJD
LOY =:PS I 1
JSR POP
LOY ='18
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMJL
JSR CbND
VIDEO DISPLAY FOR ARC1(RANGE) AND PSI1(BEARING)
DEC Vi0EO+I
DEC BASE+i BASE=$200
LDA =2 LOCATION FOR BEARING
LDA =$D7 VIDEO LOCATION FOR BEARING
STA VY
JSR RNGB
*
INC BASE+I BASE=$300
LOY =ARC1
JSR PUSH
DEC BASE+ +, BASE=$200
LOX --0 LOCATION FOR RANGE
LDA =$B7 VIDEO LOCATION FOR RANGE
STA VY
JSR RNGB
INC VIDEO+1
IND BASE+1 BASE=$300
*
* CALCULATE GRI
LDA FLG3 IS A WAYPOINT CHANGED?
BEQ N55 IF FLAGS=O, GO TO N55
LDX =0
-120
f STX TMP (TW)=.0	 ^^(r"'r"'G ?„ b .	 r.a
STX TMP+1 (TMP+1)=0
	 di^^
STX HELP (HELP)=0
STX HELP+i (HELP+1)=0
LDY =0
N1 LDA GRI,X A=(GR.I+X)
CPY =0
BEQ N2 IF FLG2=0, GO TO N2'
AND =$FO UPPER BYTE
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
LSR A
DEY
JMP N3 JUMP TO N3
N2 AND =$OF LOWER BYTE
1NX X=k+1
r INYi.
N3 CLC CLEAR CARRY
ADC TMP+i A+(TMP+1)
STA TMP+1 (TMP+1)=(TMP+I)+A
BCC N4 IF CARRY=O, GO TO N4
INv TMP (TMP)=1
j N4 CP X =2
BEQ N5 IF X=2,	 GO TO N5
ASL TMP+1 (TMP+1)*2
ROL TW (TMP) *2
LDA TMP+1
i STA HELP+3 (HELP+3)=(TMP+1)
LDA TMP
STA HELP+2 (HELP+2)=(T!4P )
ASL TMP+1 (TMP+1)*2
r ROL TMP (TMP)*2
ASL TMP+1 (TMP+1)*2
' ROL TMP (TMP)*2
CLC CLEAR CARRY
LDA TMP+1
ADC HELP+3
STA TMP+1 (TMP+1)=(TMP+1)+(HELP+3)
LDA TMP
ADC HELP+27
STA TMP (TMP)=(TMP)+(HELP+2)
JMP N1 JUMP BACK TO N1
N5 LDA TMP
STA HELP+2
` LDA TMP+'I
STA HELP+3
JMP BLNK1 JUMP TO BLNK1
*
* CALCULATE CROSS TRACK ERROR IN DEGREE AND DISTANCE.
N55 LDY =PS12
JSR PUSH
LOY =PSI 1
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMJD PS12-PSI1
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY =CTEB
JSR POP CTEB=PS12-PS11
*
LDA =1
STA FLT FLT=1
LDY =CTEB
LDA (BASE),Y
BPL Z10 IF CTEB IS POSITIVE, BRANCH TO Z10
LOA =
STA FLT IF CTEB IS NEGATIVE, FLT=
`• LDA =CHSF IF CTEB IS NEGATIVE, CTEB--CTEB
JSR CMND
*
r
{//^^^^yygt^rry	 qq g
OF POOR QUALITY
Z10 LDA =PUP)
JSR CMND
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND CTEB—P I
LOA -PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY =CTEB1
JSR POP
LDA (BASE),Y
BMI Z40 IF CTEB .LT. P1, BRANCH TO Z40
*
Z20 LDA =PUP1
JSR CMND
.# LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND CTEB—PI
LDA =CHSF
JSR CMND CTEB--CTEB
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY CTEB
JSR POP
*
Z30 LDA FLT
BEQ Z40 IF CTEB IS NEGATIVE, GO TO Z40
LDY =P18
JSR PUSH
` LOA =FMUL CONVERT TO DEGREE
JSR CMND
LDA =$OC
STA $A116 INDICATE I L I ON CRT SCREEN
LDA =0 r ^!
STA CNT2 WHEN CNT2=0, ►LEFT I	 NDICATION
JMP Z50
*
Z40 LDA FLT
BEQ Z30 IF CTEB IS NEGATIVE, GO TO Z30
4r LDA =PTOF
_ JSR CMND
LDA =CHSF
JSR CMND
LDY =CTEB
JSR POP
LDY =P18
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND CONVERT TO OEGkEE
LDA =$12
STA $A116 INDICATE I R I ON CRT SCREEN
LDA =1
STA CNT2 WHEN CN T2=1, 'RIGHT'	 INDICATION
If
Z30 DEC BASE+l BASE=$200
,. LDX =6 LOCATION FOR CROSS TRACK ERROR BEARING
LDA =$37 VIDEO LOCATION FOR CTEB
STA VY
JSR RNGB
< I NO BASE+1 BASE=$;iGO
LDY =CTEB
JSR PUSH
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIIN(CTEB)
LDY =ARC1
JSR PUSH
LDY =RCR2
JSR PUSH
LDA =FD I V
JSR CMND ARCl/RCR2
LDA =SIN
JSR CMND SIN(ARC1/RCR2)
LDA -FMUL i
JSR CMND SIN(CTEB)*SIN(ARCl/RCR2)
LDA =ASIN
s
`i
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JSR CMND ASIN(SIN(CTEB)*SIN(ARC1/RCR2))
LOY =RCR2
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND RCR2*ASIN(SIN(CTEB)*SIN(ARC1/RCR2))
LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY =SB
JSR POP
LDY =SB
LDA (BASE),Y
BP L CTE3
JSR PUSH
LDA =CHSF
JSR CMND
CTE3 DEC BASE+1 BASE=$200
DEC FLAG
LDX =8 LOCATION FOR CROSS TRACK ERROR
LDA =$17 VIDEO LOCATION FOR CTE.
STA VY
JSR RNGB
INC BASE+l BASE=$300
*
* CDI D I SP LAY
*
LF)X =$CO
LDA =00
CD10 STA $AIOO,X ERASE PREVIOUS CDI NEEDLE INDICATION
I NX
CPX =$EO
8CC CD 10
LDA =3
SSA $AICF INDICATE CENTER POINT OF CDI
LDA -01
STA CNTI CD 1=0.1
LDX =$CF
LDY CNT2
BNE C014 IF CNT2=1, CDI
	
INDICATION ON RIGHT SIDE.
LDA =$6A
LDY GSP+8
BEQ CDI1 IF CTE .LT. 10.0 MI, BRANCH TO CDI1
CDI00 LDX =$C4 INDICATE CDI =2.1 NM LEFT, WHEN CDI	 .GE. '10.0 NM.
LDA =$55
JMP CD 18
CDI1 LDY GSP+9
CPY =$21
BCS CDI00 IF CTE .GT. 2.1 NM, BRANCH BACK TO CDI00
CPY CNTI
BCC CD18 IF CTE .LT. CNTI, BRANCH TO CDI8
INC CNTI
LDY CNTI
CPY =$OA
BNE CD12 IF COI .LT. $OA, BRANCH TO CD12
LOY =$10
STY CNTI CNT1 =1.0
CD12 CPY =$IA
BNE CD13 IF CDI	 .LT. $IA, BRANCH TO CD13
LDY =$20
STY CNTI CNT1=2.0
CD13 FOR =$3F
CM? =$55
BNE CO11
DEX DECREASE POSITION REGISTER
CPX =$C5
BCS CD I 1
JMP CD IS
CD14 LDA =$55
	
i	 LDY GSP+8
BEQ CD 15	 IF CTE .LT. 10.0, BRANCH TO CD15
C0144 LDX =$DA	 INDICATE CDI-2.1 NM RIGHT, WHEN CDI .GE. 10.0 NM
LDA =$6A
	
F	 JMP CD 18
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CD 15 LDY GSP+9	
OF POOR QUALITY
CPY =$21
BCS CD 144 IF CTE .GE. 2.1 NM, BRANCH TO CD144
CPY CNTI
BCC CD18 IF CTE .LT.CNTI„ BRANCH TO CRIB
INC CNTI
LDY CNTI
CPY -SOA
ONE C016 IF CNTI .LT. SOA, BRANCH TO CD16
LDY =$10 CNT1=1.0
STY CNTI
CD16 CPY =SIA
BNE C017 IF CNTI .LT. S1A, BRANCH TO CD17
LDY =520 CNT1=2.0
STY CNTI
CD17 FOR =53F
CM° =$6A
BNE CD15
INK INCREASE POSITION REGISTER
CPX =$DA
BCC CD 15
CD 18 STA SAIOO,X INDICATE CDI ON CRT SCREEN
* DISPLAY GROUND SPEED AFTER 56 LOOPS
LOA NOLP
CMP =$70
BEQ AV 1
INC NOLP
NC NOLP
JMP BOTM3
CALCULATE GROUND SPEED
AV1 LOA CNT4
CMP =4 COLLECT 4 REFERENCES?
BEQ AV6 IF YES, BRANCH TO AV6
LDY -ARC1
JSR PUSH
LDY -CTEB
JSR PUSH
LDY CTEBN
JSR POP
LDY ARCN
JSR POP
LDX CNT4 X=CNT4
LOA GRIT READ GRI LOOP COUNT
STA GRIN,X (GRIN+X)=GR11
CLC CLEAR CARRY
ADC GRIT+3 (GRIT+3)+A
BCC AV4 IF CARRY=O,
	 GO TO AV4
INC GRIT+2 (GRIT+2)=1
AV4 STA GRIT+3 (GRIT+3)=(GRIT+3)+(GRIN+X)
JMP BOTM2
AV6 LOA ARCN
CMP =$DO ADDDRESS POINTER REACH TO $DO
BNE AV7 IF ARCN=SDO, NO BRANCH
LOA =$CO
STA ARCN ARCN=SCO
LOA =$00
STA CTEBN CTEBN=SDO
LDA =0
STA CNT5 CNT5=0
AV7 LDY =ARC1
JSR PUSH
LDY ARM
JSR PUSH PUSH ARM
LDY =ARCO
JSR POP ARCO=ARCN
LDY ARM
j	
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JSR PCP	 ARCN=ARC1	 OF P`i( of	a l
LDX CNT5 X-CNT5
LOA GRIT+3
SEC CLEAR CARRY
SBC GRIN,X (GRIT+3)-(GRIN+X)
SCS AV8 IF CARRY=O,	 GO TO AV8
DEC GRIT+2 (GRI1'+2)=0
AV8 CLC CLEAR CARRY
ADC GRI1
BCC AV9 IF CARRY=O,
	
GO TO AV9
IND GRIT+2 (GRIT+2)=1
AV9 STA GRIT+3 (GRIT+3)=(GRIT+3)-(GRIN+X)+(GRIT)
LOA GRI1
_
SfA GRIN,X
LDY =CTEB
JSR PUSH
LDY CTEBN
JSR PUSH PUSH CTEBN
LDY =CTEBO
JSR POP CTEBO=CTEBN
LDY CTEBN
JSR POP CTEBN=CTEB
* CALCULATE TIME=GRI *(NO„OF GRI)
CALTM	 LDY =HELPP
` JSR PUSH
LDY =GRI ,T
JSR PUSH READ TOTAL GRI LOOP OOUNT
LDA =DMUL
JSR CMND GRI*GRITT
LDA =FLTD
JSR CMND
LDY =036E6
JSR PUSH
LDA =FD IV
JSR CMND CONVERT IN HOUR
LDY =TIME
JSR POP
*
` * CALCULATE AVERAGE GROUND SPEED
GS1 LDY =ARCO
JSR PUSH
` LDY =ARC1
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND ARCO-ARC1
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDA =FMUL
JSR CMND (ARCO-ARC1)**2
LDY =CTEBO
JSR PUSH
•, LDY =CTEB
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND CTEBO-CTEB
LDY =ARC I
JSR PUSH
LDA =FMUL
JSR CWD ARC1*DCTEB
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDA =FMUL
gf' JSR CMND (ARCI*DCTEB)**2
LDA =FADD
JSR CMND (AROD-ARC1)**2+(ARC1*DCTEB)**2
LOA =SQRT
^.' JSR CMND SQRT((ARCO-ARC1)**2+(ARCI*DCTEB)**2)
LDY =TIME
JSR PUSH
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LOA =FD IV
JSR CMND	 SQRT((ARCO—ARC1)**2+(ARCI*DCTEB)**2)/TIME
*
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY =F20
JSR PUSH
LOA =FSUB
,JSR CMND
LOY =001
JSR POP
LDY mODI
LOA (BASE),Y
BPL GS2
	
IF GS .GE. 0.0, BRANCH TO GS2
LDY =GSPRD
JSRPUSH
LOA =CHSF
JSR CMND —GSPRD
JMP ABGS
*
GS2 LDY =r7SPRU
JSR PUO
LOA ^'ssU@
JSR C;410 GSABS—GSPRD
*
* ALPHA BETA FILTER FOR GS
*
ABGS	 LOA -PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY =ALPG
JSR PUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND ALPt*(GSOGS-GSPRD)
LDY -GSPRD
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND GSPRD+ALPG*(GSOBS—GSPRO)
LDY mGSSM
JSR POP GSSM=GSPRD+ALPG*(GSOBS—GSPRD)
*
LDY =BETG
JSRPUSH
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND BETG*(GSOBS—GSPRD)
LDY =TIME
JSR PUSH
LDY =FOUR
JSRPUSH
LOA =FD I V
JSR CMND
LOA =FDIV
JSR CMND BETG*(GSOBS—GSPRD)/TIME
LDY =ACPRD
JSR PUSH
LOA =FADD
JSR CMND ACPRD+BETG*(GSOBS—GSPRD)/TIF!E
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LDY -ACPRD
JSR POP
*
LDY =TIME
JSR PUSH
LDY -FOUR
JSRPUSH
LOA -FDIV
JSR CMNO
LOA =FMUL
JSR CMND TIME*ACSM
LOY -GSSM
IR[2 Pliczw
OP111011141L 1",
JSR CMWD rGSSM+TIME*ACSM	 OF POORr Q^.9,^l1L
GS3 LOA =PTUF
JSR CMND
_DY =GS
JSR POP GS=GSPRLI+GAIN*(GSOBS-GSPRD)
LOA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY -GSPRD
JSR POP GSPRD-GS
LDY =GS
LOA (BASE),Y
BPL GS5 IF GS IS NEGATIVE,
LOA =CHSF
JSR CMND GS=-GS
GS4 LDA =PTOF
JSR CMND
LOY =GS
JSR POP
GS5 DEC BASE+1 BASE=5200
LOA -1
STA LOPG
LDX =4 LOCATION FOR GROUND SPEED.
LOA =S78 VIDEO LOCATION FOR GS.
STA VY
JSR RNG8. DISPLAY GS ON CRT SCREEN
INC BASE+1
*
*	 CALCULATE ESTIMATE TIME OF ARRIVAL
ETOA00 LOA GSP+4
BNE ETOA2
LDA GSP+5
BNE ETOA2
LOX =0
LDA =$20
ETOAO LOY BLANK3,X BLANK DISPLAY FOR ETA, WHEN GS=O.
STA SAIOO,Y
INX
CPX =6
BCC ETOAO
JMP BOTM
ETOA2 LOY =ARC1
JSR PUSH
LOY =GS i
JSR PUSH
LDA =FDIV
JSR CMND ETA=ARC1/GS
DEC BASE+1
DEC FLAG
LDX =6 LOCATION FOR ESTIMATE TIME OF ARRIVAL.
LDA =9 INDEX LIMIT
STA XLIM
` LDA =$98 VIDEO LOCATION FOR ETA.
STA VY
JSR TOBCD2 DISPLAY ETA ON CRT SCREEN. 4
` INC BASE+1
JMP BOT74
BOTM2 INC CNT4 CNT4=CNT4+1 I
BOTM INC CNT5 CN T5=CNT5+1
LOY
AVIO INC ARCN ARCN=ARCN+4
INC CTEBN CTEBN=CTEBN+4 f
DEY
BNE AVID IF Y=0,	 NO BRANCH
' BOTM3 SEO SET DECIMAL MODE FOR SENSOR
RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM #
' Y	 y
BLNK 1 LDX =0 4 {
BLW2 LDA =$20 BLANK DISPLAY FOR GS. , ETA. , CTEB. AND CTE., I	 E
LOY SLAW I,X WHEN WAYPOINT IS CHANGED. t
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STA SAIOO,Y
INK
CPX =18
BCC BLNK2
LOY =PSII
JSR PUSH
LDY =PS12
JSR POP STORE THE DESIRED COURSE BEARING
LDY =ARC1 -
JSR PUSH
LDY =ARC2
JSR POP STORE THE DESIRED COURSE RANGE
LDA -0
STA CNT5
STA CNT4
STA LCPG
STA NOLP
LDY =$80
REF STA $0300,Y
INY
CPY =$BC
BNE REF
LDA =SCO
STA ARCN ARCN=$CO
LDA =$DO
STA CTEBN CTEBN=$DO
SED SET DECIMAL. MODE FOR SENSOR
RTS RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM.
*
***^t**************tt**tt*tt**tttt*tf*****tt*tttt******tt**************tt****tt***** 00007960
* * 00007970
* THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE. PIA FOR USE WITH * 00007980
THE MATH CHIP AND THEN SETS THE CONTROL INPUTS OF THE	 * 00007990
MATH CHIP TO INACTIVE STATES: C0008000
* * 00008010
*****>f*******tt*************tt***********tt*tt***tt^t•***************tt*trtt* 00008020
00008030
PINT LDA PIAA CLEAR INTERRUPTS
LDA PIAB
LDA =$14
STA PIAA+1 SET INTERRUPT CONTROL AND DDR
LDA =0
STA PIAB+1 SET ODR LOW
LDA =$CF
STA PIAB SET INPUTS AND OUTPUTS FOR 9511
LDA =4
STA PIAB+1 SET UDR BIT HIGH
LDA =7
STA AGCB SET BACKGROUND COORDINATION BYTE
STA PIAB SET CO, RD AND WR HIGH
LDA =$F
STA PIAB SET SVACK HIGH
LDA PIAA CLEAR ANY INTERRUPTS
LDA =0 GET LSB OF NUMBER TABLE
STA BASE SAVE FOR INDEXING
LDA =2 GET MSB
STA BASE+1
LDA SSA
STA DVSR STORE 10 FOR BINARY 'DIVISION
LDA =0
STA VIDEO
LDA =$A1
STA VIDEO+1
* OD008250
* MOVE NUMBER TABLE TO READ/WRITE SPACE 00008260
* 00008270
LDY =0 CLEAR INDEX ONE
LOX =0 CLEAR INDEX TWO
I.DA TABLE
STA BASE1
LDA TABLE+1
STA LASEI+1
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MVEI LOA (BASEi ),Y 	 GET A DIGIT Q^^Gi ^i' ^i
s
$200 ,X 	 STORE IT IN NEW LOCATION QUAL.114YI OF POOR
'sINY
CPY =124	 MOVE 120 YET?
BCC MVE1
	
IF NOT, CONTINUE
LDY =0
LOX =0
LDA TABLE2
STA, BASEi
LDA TABLE2+1
STA BASE1+1
MVE2 LDA (BASE1),Y
STA $300,X
NX
NY
CPY =56
BCC MVE2
LDY =O
LDX =0
LDA TABLE3
STA BASEi
LDA TABLE3+1
STA BASE1+i
MVE3 LDA (BASEI),Y
STA $BO,X
INX
1 NY
CPY =16
BCC MVE3 "~
00008400
INITIALIZE VIDEO DISPLAY OUTPUT 00008410
* 00008420
LDX =0
WRSCN LDY SCLC,X 7
LDA LSCRN,X
AND =$3F
STA SAOOO,Y
r I NX
CPX =27
BCC WRSCN
° LOX =0
WRSN2 LUY SCLC2,X
s LDA LSCN2,X
AND =$3F
STA $AIOO,Y
I NX
CP X =36
BCC W2SN2
* 00008510
RTS*
00008530
00008540
i **k^t^***w* Yt**** ** *^r^t^►***+*****^t^r*** ***** na***** *.* r* n 00008550
00008560
SUBROUTINE TO SEND DATA TO 9511. * 00008570
ITEM NUMBER IS IN REG—Y.	 BASE ADDRESS * 00008580
* IS	 IN	 (BASE. f * COM8590
00008600
* ►**+t^t^r*^^t^t*****a*s***:*^t^tx^i***ar*^r^t*** *****^t****+t**** 00008610
* 00008620 3
PUSH JSR SAO	 SET P.AA TO OUTPUTS
INY	 ADJUST REG—Y SO IT
?I NY	 POINTS TO LSB OF NUMBER f
1 NY
LDX =4	 LOAD COUNT OF 4 is
PSHI LDA (BASE ),Y	 GET A BYTE OF THE NLOIBER iy
STA PIAA
	
GIVE IT TO 9511
r° LDIA =$A s
r JSR SV10 ..'
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LDA PIAA
DEY
DEX
BNE PSH1
RTS
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CLEAR ANY INTERRUPTS
NEXT BYTE
LOOP UNTIL ENTIRE WORD WRITTEN
IF D(XiE, RETURN
^r
i-
00008790
00008800
**wwww* ^rwwwwwwwwwwwww^r*w*wwww*w*w*www*w****wwwwwwwwwwwwwww*****wK*w** 00008810
* * C0008820
* SUBROUTINE SETS UP PIA SIDE A AS OUTPUTS. * 00008830
* * C0008840
wwwwiFwwMIFiFM* MifwwwltfFlFwwKIf111fNlFw^F*^FMwN1Fww*wf ► IFN*Il)ffl*IIM1Fww*^!MwwwwMwllMlFwlfiflF'^Fw COOD8850
* 00008860
SAO LDA PIAA+I	 GET THE CONTROL REGESTER
AND =$FB	 SET ACCESS THE DDR
STA PIAA+1	 RETURN IT
LDA =SFF
STA PIAA	 SET ALL TO OUTPUTS
LOA PIAA+1
ORA =4	 SET OOR BIT HIGH
STA PIRA+I	 RETURN IT
RTS
* 00008960
******w*wwwwwwt****www**w*wwww*sew*ww* ►twww*w*w**w**w*****ww*^rww*w*w **r* COOO8970
* * 00008980
* THIS SUBROUTINE POPS A NUMBER OFF OF THE * COOO8990
# 9511STACK.
	
NUMBER IS RETURNED TO LOCATION * 00009000
WITH ► BASE I AS BASE ADDRESS;	 ITEM NUMBER IN Y. * C0009010
* * 00009020
**wwwwwww*w***** *w**ww*ww**a^ +^*****^r**wwwwww^r*rr *war**wwwwwwwwr** * *** 00009030
* 00009040
POP JSR SAI	 SET PIA AS INPUTS
LDX =4
	 LOAD COUNT OF 4
PCP) LDA =9
JSR SV9
STA (BASE),Y	 STORE IN TAELE
LDA =$B
STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB	 SET RD HIGH TO (NCR. STACK POINTER
I NY
D EX
BNE POP1	 00 4 BYTES
RTS
* 00009190
* 00009200
**xwwww *wxw*w*ww+^*x*www*ww*rt*war*^r***w**^rw*w* ►E *w*w ****^r*+^**w***** *w*w* 00009210
+^ * 00009220
* SUBROUTINE SETS UP PIRA AS INPUTS. 00009230
* * 00009240
***w*+t**^t*****w**^r*******w**w******** **w*******x ****+t**^ ►*wwit*****^c+^r+r C0009250
00009260
SAi LDA PIAA+i
AND =$FB	 SET DDR BIT LOW
STA PIRA+1
LDA =0
STA PIAA
	
SET SIDE A TO ALL INPUTS
LDA PIAA+1
ORA =4
	 SET ODR BIT HIGH
STA P I M-4.1
RTS
* 00009360
* 00009370
^r**wwww********ww***w*ww*w**wwww*****ww****w***** *w^rw*******w*ww* ****w 00009380
* * C0009390
* SUBROUTINE SENDS THE COMMAND BYTE IN ACCUM, COM9400
* TO THE 9511 FOR EXECUTION.
	
ROUTINE RETURNS TO * 0009410
CALLER REGARDLESS OF WHETHER EXECUTION IS COMPLETED * C0009420
OR NOT, * 00009430
* 00009440
+t**w*r.****www^t****sr*****w*****ww*******ww***w****w*****4w+t****r*w***^r* 00009450
* 00009460
1
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CMND PHA ORIGINAL t ► .:
JSR SAO
	 SET PIA SIDE A AS OUTPUTS OF POOR QUALITY
PLA
	 GET THE COMMAND
STA PIRA	 SEND TO 9511
LOA =SE
JSR SV 10
BIT PIRA+1
	 TEST IF COMMAND DONE
BPL *-3
	 KEEP TESTING UNTIL DONP,
LOA PI AA	 CLEAR THE INTERRUPT BIT
* C0009580
REM THE STATUS REGESTER; RETURN IF INVALID CODE 00009590
'► WAS PRODUCED. 00009600
1)0009610
JSR SAI	 SET'PI M SIDE A AS INPUTS
LM -$0	 SET C/D HIGH, RD LOW
JSR SV9
PHA	 SAVE IT
LOA -$F
	 RETURN 9511 TO INACTIVE STATE
STA PGCB
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
PLA
AND =%I0011110
	 ZERO OUT UNIMPORTANT BITS
BEQ OK	 IF ZERO, CONTINUE PROCESSING
PLA	 POP THE STACK
PLA
SED	 SET DECIMAL FOR SENSOR ROUTINE
OK RT5	 RETURN
*
SV9 STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
BIT PIAA+I
BVC *-3
LOA PIAA
RTS
*
SVIO PHA
STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
PLA
CLC
ADC =1
STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
' STA PIAB
` RTS
00009780("JO09790
r****** r***^a^t*at******+r***************+t*****^t****+t*^t+t***s ►^t*st***^t***^r^r^t * 00009800
* * 00009810
* THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS THE BINARY FLOATING—POINT LATITUDE 	 * 00009820
* AND LONGITUDE SEPARATELY INTO THE STANDARD DEGREE, MINUTES, * 00009830
k, * AND SECOND FORMAT. 	 THE RESULT IS STORED IN BCD. * 00009840
* * 00009850
****************** ***********************************^c*** ************ 00009860
00009870
INTG CLD	 SET DECIMAL MODE OFF
LOA -PTOF
JSR CMND	 DUPLICATE STACK LOCATIONS
k LOA =FIXDF4 JSR CMND	 CONVERT POSITION TO AN INTEGER
LOA -PTOF
`F JSR CMND	 DUPLICATE IT
k LOY =TEMP	 WORK AREA
€? STX XTEMP
JSR POP
DEY
LDA (BASE),'Y
	 GET THE HEX RESULT
4
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STA DVDN+i AND PLACE FOR HEX—TO—BCD CONVERSION
DEY
LDA (BASE),Y
STA DVDN
* 00010040
' * ROUTINE TO CONVERT A TWO—BYTE HEX NUMBER TO A FIVE-BYTE BCO 	 00010050
* NUMBER. 00010060
* 00010070
LDX =4 COUNT OF FOUR
00010090
* DIVIDE BY TEN 00010100
COO10110
UNSPD LOA =0
STA RMNOR CLEAR REMAINDER
LDY =17 SET UP COUNT
JMP Doi
D02 LOA RMNOR
SEC SET CARRY FOR	 SUBTRACT
SBC DVSR
BPL NREST GO IF NO RESTORE
DOI CLC
JMP MERGQ GO TO SET Q
NREST STA RMNDR NEW RESIDUE
SEC Q=1
MERGQ ROL DVDN+1
ROL DVDN
j DEY DECREMENT COUNT
B EQ RTN
ROL RMNDR SHIFT LEFT
.IMP D02 CONTINUE
00010300
RTN LOA RMNDR GET REMAINDER
STA DRES,X STORE IT
DEX
BPL UNSPD DO UNTIL DONE
* 00010350
LOX XTEMP
RTS
*. =103b0
* C0010390
TOBCD2 JSR 1NTG GET THE INTEGER PART
r COOP.0410
' * STORE TF;E POSITION COORDINATES ON VIDEO SCREEN 00010420
* 00010430
LDY VY GET VIDEO LOCATION
LDA DRES+3 LOAD MSB
`
{
ORA =$30 CHANGE TO ASCII
k STA (VIDEO),Y
I NY
LDA DRES+4 GET LSB
ORA =b30
' STA (VIDEO),Y
TOB22 1NY
xs I NY
STY VY
". * 00010550
LOA DRES+3
w ASL A MOVE LOWER FOUR BITS TO UPPER FOUR BITS
ASL A
ASL A
' ASL A t
'	 =s STA LAT,X STORE THE DIGIT IN POSITION FIELD
LOA DRES+4 GET NEXT DIGIT
ORA LAT,X MERGE WITH UPPER DIGIT
STA LAT,X REPLACE
TOB33 I NX
K Y: CPX XLIM SEE IF DONE
+_BEQ OUT2 RETURN IF DONE
LDA =FLTO
t JSR CMND CHANGE INTEGER TO FLOATING-POINT =
LOA -FSUB
JSR CMND SUBTRACT OFF INTEGER PART
p
k
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LDY =C60 GET CONSTANT 1160+1	 OF POOR QUALITY
STX XTEMP
JSR PUSH
LOX XTEMP
LOA =Ft4JL
JSR CMNO MULTIPLY RESIDUE BY 60
JMP TOBCD2
OUT2 RTS
COOI0810
************* **	 +^c^ ** ►tx^ **at * ► **^t*	 * **^s^*	 **r^ * **	 *****^r* * ^t*^t 00010820
* 00010830
ROUTINE CONVERTS RANGE AND BEARING FROM BINARY TO BCD * 00010840
* AND STORES THEM. * 00010850
* * 00010860
*** ** ** **********	 ***** **** tt**t*********#******************** ***** C0010870
* 00010880
RNGB JSR INTG GET THE INTEGER PART
COOI0900
* VIDEO OUTPUT COOI0910
C0010920
LDY VY
LOA DRES+2
ORA =$30
STA (VIDEO),Y
INY
LDA LOPG
BEQ RTNOO IF THE DISPLAY NOT FOR GS, BRANCH TO RTNOO
LDA DRES+2
BNE RTNOO
LDA r MS+3
CW
SCS RTNOO IF GS .LE. 30 NM, BRANCH TO RTNOO
LDA
	 ;
STA DRES+3
STA DRES+4
RTNOO LDA DRES+3
ORA =$30
STA (VIDEO),Y
INY
RTNO LDA DRES+A
ORA =$30
STA (VIDEO),Y
RTN1 INY
INY
STY VY
* COO I108C
LDA DRES+2 3RD ORDER DIGIT
ASL A MOVE LOWER DIGIT TO UPPER
ASL A
ASL A
ASL A
STA GSP,X PUT IT IN RESULT
LDA DRES+3 2ND ORDER DIGIT
ORA GSP,X MERGE WITH LAST DIGIT
STA GSP,X
i NX
LDA DRES+4 FIRST DIGIT
ASL A
ASL A
ASL A
ASL A
STA GSP,X STORE IT
LSR LCPG
BCS RTN2
LOA =FLTD
JSR CMNO CHANGE TO FLOATING-POINT
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMND SUBTRACT OFF INTEGER
LDY =C256 ''256v'
STX XTEMP
JSR PUSH
s.
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LDA =PMUL
JSR CMND	 GET FRACTION AS INTEGER
LDA -FIXD
JSR CMND
LDY =TEMP	 WORK AREA
JSR POP
DEY
LDA (BASE),Y	 GET THE FRACTION
LSR A	 SEARCH—TABLE METHOD OF
LSR A	 OBTAINING CORRESPONDING
LSR A	 DECIMAL VALUE
LSR A
TAX	 USE AS INDEX
LDA FRTBLI,X
	
GET THE DECIMAL EQUIVALENT
LDX XTEMP
LAY VY
O"A =$30
STA (V IDEO),Y
AND =$F
ORA GSP,X	 STORE THE FRACTION
STA GSP,X
RTN2 RTS
* 00011540
* 00011550
*****	 * ***^r** *ar *** *	 *Y ** ^t	 * **	 ** *******are*** *	 ***	 COOI1560
* * 00011570
* CONSTANT TABLE OF NUMBERS USED IN CALCULATIONS. * 00011580
* * 00011590
***************^r*********+r**^r*******^r**^t*******^r*^r**^r**^ta^*** 00011600
* 00011610
TABLE ADR (CNTS)
CNTS EQU
HEX 7C,9F,BE,77 	 .00 — TCY
HEX 7C,DD,2F,1B	 04 — TCZ
NIX 7E,9A,EC,71	 08 — THMY
HEX 7E,98,OF,39	 OC — THMZ
HEX 06,BB,F2,6E	 110 — XNR
HEX00,FD,13,63	 14 - CTMY
HEX 7E,9A,55,50	 18 — STMY
HEX OO.FD,2E,C3 	 IC — CTMZ
HEX 7E,97,80,51	 20 — STMZ
HEX7F,BF,D3,EB	 24 — CXK
HEX 00,E0,5A,69	 28 — SXK
HEX 02,BE,EC,DD	 2C — Cl
HEX 03,89,F5,17	 30 — C2
HEX 83,E5,7E,A9	 34 -- C3
HEX 03,82,DE,4C	 38 — C4
HEX 83,8E,DC,13
	 3C - C5
HEX 01,93,27,AA	 40 — C6
HEX 83,Ai,A2,81	 44 — C7
HEX 03,A3,CA,CE	 48 — C8
HEX 00,8F,28,B3
	
4C — C9
HEX77,CF,CO 3 08 50 — CIO
HEX 75,87,75,21	 54 — CII
HEX F8,C2,1E,A6 58 — 012
HEX 01,80,6F,75 50 — C14
HEX 69,D6,BF,95 60 — IE-7
HEX 09,80,00,00	 6C — C256 (1125611)
HEX 06,E5,2E,EI 	 70 — P180 (180/PI)
HEX 06,FO,OO,0O	 74 — C60 (60)
HEX7E,AB,58,08 —ALP
HEX 79,E5,5D,67 —BET
HEX 01,B2,7B,B3 —TM
00011920
* END OF NUMBER TABLE; START SCRATCH SPACE 00011930'
* 00011940
FRTBLI HEX 00,01,01,02,03,03,04,04
HEX 05,06,06,07,08,08,09,09
LSCRN ASC 'FROMWP'#TOWP#RANG.NMBRNG.DEGI
SCLC HEX OD,OE,OF,10,12,13,14
HEX 4E,4F,52,53,54
HEX B1,92,B3,B4,BA,BD,BE
. '.,
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HEX D1 D2,03,D4,DA,DD,DE,DF
LSCN2 ASC 'CTE.NMCTEB.DEGv
ASC IGSNM/HETA::C0121012NMI
HEX 03
SCLC2 HEX 11,12,13,1A,10,1E
HEX 31,32,33,34,3A,30,3E,3F
HEX 71,72,7C,7D,7E,7F
HEX 91,92,93,9A,90
HEX EO,E1,E2,E5,EA,EF,F4,F9,FE,FF
HEX CF
BLANK HEX B7,B8,B9,BB
HEX D7ID8ID9IOB
HEX 66,67,6916A,6C,6D
HEX 86,87,89,8A,,8C,BD
BLANKI HEX 16,17,18,19,1B
HEX 37,38,39,38
BLANK2 HEX 78,79,7A
BLANKS HEX 98,99,9B,9C,9E,9F
*
*	 CONSTANT TABLE OF NUMBERS USED IN CALCULATIONS
*
TABLE2 ADR (CST)
CST	 EQU *
HEX OC,D7,3E,AE -RCR2
HEX 78,DB,BA,50 -F1
HEX 00,FF,24,46 42
HEX 01,80,00,00 -ONE
HEX 03,80,00,00 -FOUR
HEX 12,C9,6E,34 -D3618
HEX IA,89,54,40 -D36E6
HEX 0 5,AO,00,00 420
HEX 06,E5,2E,EI -P18
HEX 0 3,C9,OF,DA -PAl2
HEX 09,84,00,00 -P12D
HEX 00,00,00,3C -D60
HEX 70,AB,58,08 -ALFG
HEX 77,E5,5D,92 -BETG
TABLE3 ADR (CST3)
CST3 EQU *
HEX 10,39,16,20 -W I(BIASED UNI NDB)
HE( 00,82,07,50
HE( 20,39,13,44 -WPT2(BIASEO THRSH - O.U.AIRPORT)
HE( 00,82,13, 55
END
--I
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APPENDIX D. Program Listing for Testing Flight Test Data.
This program converts time differences to coordinates of posit Lon
and calculates area navigation information (range, bearing, nonfiltered
ground speed and filtered ground speed). It is written in standard
Fortran IV programming language and run in the IBM4341.
C*+rr^**^t^r***^^* ►tsr*^t*^*** ►t^t^*****w********^t^r^t*^o-^^+t**^t*^^^r*^^r*w*^^r**+t*^t^r*
C	 THIS PROGRAM CONVERT TDS TO COORDINATES OF POSITION.
C	 AFTER THE CONVERSION, AREA NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATIONS ARE COMPUTED.
C	 (RANGE,BEARING AND GROUND SPEED)
C
C	 MARCH/1983 FUJIKO CGURIC**tr****^**********^******^*******erg+t******^^*^***********^*^t*+t****^+^*^t*
C
DIMENSION TH(2),POS(2),IPOS(2),RANGE(1000),BEAR(1000)
DIMENSION VLS(2),VLP(2)
INTEGER EVENT
P1=3.14159265
J=1
T=0.996*1.4
VLP(1)=0.
VLP(2)=0.
TF=12.
ALP=0.72*T/TF
BET=ALP**2/4.
TIME=T/3600.
10 READ (1,i00,END = 300) TH,EVENT,GSD
100 FORMAT (F9.2,1X,F9.2,1X,12,34X.F5.1)
C
C	 CONVERT TIME DIFFERENCES TO COORDINATES OF POSITION
C
CALL DEXLRN(TH,POS)
DO 20 1=1,2
IPOSO) = IFIX(POS(I)) * 10000
TMP = (POS(I) — IFIX(POS(I))) * 60.
IPOS(1) = IPOS(I) + (IFIX(TMP) * 100)
TMP = (TMP — IFIX(TMP)) * 60.
20 IPOS(I) - IPOS(I) + IFIX(TMP)
C
IF(J.EQ.1001) GO TO 300
C
C	 RANGE AND BEARING ANGLE CALCULATION
C
CALL RABE(POS, RANGE,BEAR,J)
IF(J.Eg,1) GO TO 9
C
NONFILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION
C
DRANGE=RANGE(J)—RANGE(J-1)
DBEAR=(BEAR(J)—BEAR(J-1))*PI/180.
IF(DBEAR.GE.4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI—DBEAR
IF(DBEAR.LE.,-4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI+DBEAR
GSO=SQRT(DRANGE**2+(RANGE(J)*DBEAR)**2)/TIME
IF(J.NE.2) GO TO 199
GSP=GSO
ACP=0.0
GO TO 9
C
C	 FILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION, INTERVAL=1 CYCLE
C
199 GS ASP+ALP*(GSO—GSP)
AGS=ACP+BET*(GSO—GSP)/TIME
GSF=GSS+TIME*ACS	 -
GSP=GSF
ACP=ACS
GSF=ABS(GSF)	 s
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IF(J.LE.4) GO TO 9
C
C	 FILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION, INTERVAL=4 CYCLES
C
DRANGE=RANGE(J)-RANGE(J-4)
DBEAR=(BEAR(J)-BEAR(J-4))*PI/180.
IF(DBEAR.GE .4,46804) DBEAR=2,*P1-DBEAR
IF(OBEAR.LE.-4.46804) DBEAR-2.*PI+DBEAR
GS40=SQRT(DRANGE**2+(RANGE(J)*DBEAR)**2)/(TIME*4.)
IF(J.EQ.5) GS4P=GS40
IF(J.EQ.5) AC4P=0.0
GS4S -GS4P+ALP* (GS 40-GS4 P)
AC4S-AC4P+BET*(GS40-GS4P)/TIME
GS4-GS4S+AC4S*TIME
GS4P=GS4
IF(J.LE.16) GO TO 9
C
C	 FILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION, INTERVAL=16 CYCLES
C
DRANGE=RANGE(J)-RANGE(J-16)
DBEAR=(BEAR(J)-BEAR(J-16))*PI/180.
IF(DBEAR.GE.4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI-DBEAR
IF(DBEAR.LE.-4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI+DBEAR
GSAO=SQRT(DRANGE**2+(RANGE(J)*013EAR)**2)/(TIME*16.)
IF(J.EQ.17) GSM=GSAO
IF(J.EQ.17) ACAP=0.0
GSAS=GSM+ALP+ (GSAO-GSM )
ACAS=ACM+BET*(GSAO-GS4P)/TIME
GSA=GSAS+ACAS*TIME
GSM=GSA
WRITE(2,200) TH,EVENT,IPOS,RANGE(J),BEAR(J),GSD,GSO,GSF,GSA,GS4
200 FORMAT (F9.2,1X,F9.2,1X,12,iX,16,1X,16,8X,F5.1,1X,F5.1,1X,5F8.1)
9 J=J+1
GO TO 10
300 STOP
END
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CDNVERTS TIME DIFFERENCES TO COORDINATES OF
C	 POSITION.
C
SUBROUTINE DEXLRN(TH,POS)
DIMENSION TH(2),POS(2)
DATA TCY,TCZ/3.9E-2,5.4E-2/
DATA THMY/0.15129258/,THMZ/0.14849557/,XNR/46.986746/
DATA CTMY/0.98857709/,STMY/0.15071607/,CTMZ/0.98899478/
DATA STMZ/0.14795043/,CXK/0.37466368/,SXK/0.92716079/
DATA C1/2.9832071/,C2/4.3111683/,C3/-7.1717116/
DATA C4/4.0896360/,C5/-4.4643647/,C6/1.1496479/
DATA C7/-5.0510869/,C8/5.1185063/,C9/0.55921480/
DATA C10/1.5850077E-3/,C11/2.5836473E-4/,C12/-2.9620318E-3/
DATA C13/1,58500-i7E-3/,C14/1.0034014/
DATA PI/3.141592/
C
TY=TH(1)*1.E-6
TZ=TH(2)*i.E-6
C
PY=XNR*(TY-TCY)-THMY
PZ=XNR*(TZ-TCZ)-THMZ
CPY=COS(PY)
SPY=SIN(PY)
CPZ =COS (PZ )
SPZ=SIN(PZ)
AY=(CPY-CTMY)/STMY
AZ=(CPZ-CTMZ)/STMZ
BY=SPY/STMY
BZ=SPZ/STMZ
Ui =AY *CXK-AZ
U2=AY*SXK
U5 =AZ*6Y-A Y *dZ j
UU=I11*Ui+U2*U2
CDBY=(U3*Ui+U2*SQRT(UU-U3*U3))/UU
i1THMS =ATAN(AY/(BY+CDBY))
i
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C
CB=00S(THMS)
CA=COS(THMS+PY)
CC=OOS(THMS+PZ)
F=C1*CA+C2*CB+C3*CC
G=C4*CA+C5*CB+C6*CC
H=C7*CA+C8*CB+C9*CC
C
THGS=ATAN((G+C10)/(F+W ))
PH3S =ATAN(C140014*SIN(THGS)*(H+Cl2)/(G+C13))
POS(2)=THGS*180./PI
POS(',)=PHGS*180./PI
RETURN
END
C
C
	
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES RANGE TO THE IIAYPOINT AND BEARING
C
	
TO TRUE NORTH.
C
SUBROUTINE RABE(POS, RANGE, BEAR,J)
DIMENSION POS(2),RANGE(1000),BEAR(1000)
REAL LAI,LOI,LA2,LO2,M,N
DATA PI/3.1415926535898/,A/3443.9174/
LA2=0.68467327
L02=1.43521818
LAI=POS(1)*PI/180.
L01=POS(2)*PI/180.
FF=1. - 1./298.2
F=1./298.2
DLO=LO1-LO2
TB=FF*TAN(LAI)
TBI=FF*TAN(LA2)
B=ATAN (TB )
BI =ATAN(TBI)
C1=COS(Bi)*SIN(DLO)
C2=COS(B)*SIN(Bl)-SIN(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
C3=SIN(B)*SIN(BI)+COS(B)*COS(BI)*COS(DLO)
BA=ATAN(Ci/C2)
TH=ATAN((C2*COS(BA)+C1*SIN(BA))/C3)
M=(3IN(B)+SIN(BI))**2
N=((SIN(B)-SIN(BI))/SIN(TH))**2
U=((1.-COS(TH))/SIN(TH))**2
V=(1.+COS(TH))*(TH+SIN(TH))
RANGE(J)=ABS(A*(TH-F*(M*U+N*V)/4.))
BEAR(J)=BA*180./PI
IF(C2.LE.O.) BEAR(J)--BEAR(J)+180,
IF(C1.LE.O..AND.C2.GE.0,) BEAR(J)=360.+BEAR(J)
RETURN
END
if
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This program filters time differences (TI)s), converts EiLterod
TDs to coordinates of position and calculates area aa-vigattan infor-
mation (range, bearing, CTE/CTEB, nonfiltered gruuad speed, filter,-.d
ground speed and estimated time of arrival). It is written in Standard
Fortran IV programming language and run in the M44341.
(,`#IFltM3S r r iF rr if 343F *ftk>tifitMltit lf 4 C< .^^ If *>f!b )Fit lt k iFk R IFiFMri it>trt>F k k M it >f R&ttit* 1fk lF (FK. u h^ h >r n If #>t
C	 THIS PROGRAM CONVERT MS TO COORDINATES OF POSITION.
C	 ALPHA-BETA FILTER IS USED TO SMOOTH TD DATA.
C	 AFTER THE CONVERSION, AREA NAVIGATIONAL INFORMATIONS ARE COMPUTED.
C	 (RANGE,BEARING,CROSS TRACK ERROR/BEARING, GROUND SPEED AND
C	 ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL)
C
C	 MARCH/1983 FUJIKO OGURICrrrrrr^rr**rrrrrrrrri►*^rrrr +rr*rr*^t****^►*^^►r*^r*^trr*rr***^Frrr^F * r^ritrrrir*r^rr
C
DIMENSION TH(2),POS(2),IPOS(2),
 RANGE (1000),BEAR 0 000)
DIMENSION TDS(2),TDP(2),TDO(2),VLS(2),VLP(2),PPOS(2)
INTEGER EVENT,SIDE
PI=3.14159265
R*3443.9174
C	 ANGLE IS A DESIRED COURSE BEARING TO TRUE NORTH
ANGLE-241,19
J=1
Tn0.996*1.4
TFnb.
ALPHM0.72*T/TF
8ETA+ALPHA*n/4.
VLP0 )=0.
VLP(2)=O.
TF-12.
ALP-0.72*T/TF
OET-ALP**2/4.
TIME=T/3600.
C
READ(1,100,END=300) TDP,EVENT,GSD
C
10 READ (1,100,END = 300) TDO,EVENT,GSO
100 FORMAT (F9.2,1X,F9.2,IX,12,34X,F5.1)
C	 FILTER TIME DIFFERENCE
DO 15 1=1,2
TOS(I)=TDP(I)+ALPHA*(TDO(I)-TDP(I))
VLS(I)+&VLP(I)+BETA*(TDO(I)-TDP(I))/T
TDP(I)=TDS(I)+VLS(I)*T
VLP(I)=VLS(I
15 TH(I )=MP(I )
C	 CONVERT TIME DIFFERENCES TO COORDINATES OF POSITION
CALL DEXLRN(TH,POS)
DO 20 1=1,2
IPOS(I) = IFIX(POS(I)) * 10000
TMP = (POS(I) - IFIX(PO$(1))) * 60.
IPOS M = IPOS(I) + (IFIX(TMP) * 100)
TW is (TMP - IFIX(TMP)) * 60.
20 IPOS(I) = IPOS(I) + IFIX(TMP)
IF(J.8Q.1001) GO TO 300
CALL RABE(POS, RANGE,BEAR,J)
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 9
C
DLONG-PPOS(2)-POS(2)
DLATzPOS 0 )-PPOS 0 )
PLAT=(POS 0 )+PPOS 0 ))*PI/360.
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.
Y=D LAT
If DRECT-ATAN(X/Y)*180,/P)
IF(X.LE.O..AND.Y.GE.O.) DRECT='60.+DRECT
IF(Y..LT.O.) DRECT=DRECT+180.
Z=ANGLE—DRECT
IF(Z.GE.270.) Z=360,—Z
IF(Z.LE.-270,) Z=360.+Z
C
C NONFILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION
C
DRANGE=RANGE(J)—RANGE(J-1)
DBEAR=(BEAR(J)—BEAR(J-1))*PI/180.
IF(DBEAR.GE.4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI—DBEAR
IF(DBEAR.LE.-4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI+DBEAR
GSO=SQRT(DRANGE**2+(RANGE(J)*DBEAR)**2)/TIME
` IF(J.NE.2) GO TO 199
IF(J.NE.2) GO ';u 199
GSP=GSO
ACP=0.0
GO TO 9
C
C FILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION,
	 INTERVAL=1 CYCLE
C
149 GSS=GSP+ALP*(GSO—GSP)
ACS=ACP+BET*(GSO—GSP)/TIME
GSF=GSS+TIME*ACS
GSP=GS F
ACP=ACS
GSF=ABS(GSF)
IF(J.LE.4) GO TO 9
C
C FILTERED GROUND SPEED CALCULATION, INTERVAL=4 CYCLES
C
DRANGE=R.°.I'.jE(J )—RANGE (J-4)
DBEAR=(BEAR(J)—BEAR(J-4))*PI/180.
IF(DBEAR.GE.4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI—DBEAR
IF(DBEAR.LE,-4.46804) DBEAR=2.*PI+DBEAR
GS40=SQRT(DRANGE**2+(RANGE(J)*DBEAR)**2)/(TIME*4.)
IF(GS40.LE.20,0) GS40=0.0
IF(J.-EQ.5) GS4P=GS40
I F (J. EQ.5) AC41,=0,0
GS4S=GS4P+ALP*(GS40-GS4P)
AC4S=AC4P+BET*(GS40-GS4P)/T114E
GS4=GS4S+AC4S*TIME
GS4P=GS4
IF(GS4.LE.30.0) GS4=0.0
1F(GS4.EQ.0.) GO TO 444
C
C ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL CALCULATION
C
ETA=RANGE (J ) /GS4
IETA=IFIX(ETA)*10000
TMP2=(ETA-IFIX(ETA))*60.
IETA=ZETA+(IFIX(TMP2)*100)
TMP2= (TMP2-1 F IX ('TMP2)) *60.
IETA=ZETA+IFIX(TMP2)
C
C CTE/CTEB CALCULATION
C
444	 CTEB=BEAR(J)-ANGLE
IF(CTEB.LT .O.) GO TO 111
C
SIDE=1
IF(CTEB.GE .270.) CTEB=360.-CTEB
IF(CTEB.GT .180.) SIOE =O
GO TO 222
a'	 ! 0
111 SIDE=1
-,; IF(CTEB.GE . -180.) SIDE=O
IF(CTEB.LE.-270.) CTEB=CTEB+360.
C
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CC-RANGE ( J 1/R
BB-CTEB*PI/180.
AA-SIN(BB)*SIN(CC)
CTEMRSIN(AA)*R
CTE=ABS(CTE)
C CTE-RIGHT, -CTE=LEFT
IF(SIDE.EQ.0) (.'TE=—CTE
IF(Z,GE.-90..AND.Z.LT.90.) GO TO 333
CTEn—CTE
C
333 WRITE(2,200) TH,EVENT,IPOS,IETA,RANGE(J),SEAR(J),GSD,CTEB,CTE,GSO,
1	 GSF,GS4
200 FORMAT(2(F9.2,)X),12,3(IX,16),8(F6.i))
9 J=J+1
PPOS M-POS(1)
PPOS(2)-POS(2)
IETA-999999
GO TO 10
300 STOP
END
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS TIME DIFFERENCES TO COORDINATES OF
C POSITION.
C
- SUBROUTINE DEXLRN(TH,POS)
C
DIMENSION TH(2),POS(2)
DATA TCY,TCZ/7,.9E-2,5.4E-2/
DATA THMY/0.15129258/,TH4Z/0.14849557/,XNR/46.986746/
DATA CTW/0.98857709/,STMY/0.15071607/,CTMZ/0,98899478/
DATA STMZ/0.14795043/,CXK/0.37466368/,SXK/0.92716079/
DATA C1/2.9832071/,C2/4.3111683/,C3/-7.1717116/
DATA C4/4.0896360/,C5/-4,4643647/,'C6/1.1496479/
DATA C7/-5.0510869/,C8/5.1185063/,C9/0.55921480/
DATA C10/1.5850077E-3/,C11/2.5836473E-4/,C12/-2.9620318E-3/
DATA C13/1,5850077E-3/,CI4/1.0034014/
DATA PI/3.141592/
TYnTH(1)*1.E-6
TZ=TH(2)*1.E-6
PY-XNR*(TY—TCY)-THMY
PZ-XNR*(TZ—TCZ)—THMZ
CPY=COS (PY)
SPY-SIN(PY)
CPZ-ODS(PZ)
SPZ=SIN(PZ)
AY-(CPY—OTW )/STMY
AZ-(CPZ—CTMZ)/STMZ
BY-SPY/STMY
BZ-SPZ/STMZ
U1-AY*CXK—AZ
U2=AY*SXK
U3-AZ*BY—AY*BZ
UU-U 1 *U I +U2*U2
CDBY-(U3*U1+U2*SQRT(UU—U3*U3))/UU
THMS=ATAN(AY/(BY+CDBY))
CB-COS(THMS)
CA-COS(THMS+PY)
CC-COS(THMS+PZ)
C
F=C1*CA+C2*CB+C3*CC
G-C4*CA+C5*CB+C6*CC
H=C7*CA+C8*CB+C9*CC
C
THGS=ATAN((G+C10)/(F+C11))
PHGS=ATAN(C14*C14*SIN(THGS)*(H+Cl2`/(G+CI3))
POS(2)=THGS*180./PI
f	 POS(1)=PHGS*180./PIRETURN
END
C
C
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C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES RANGE TO THE WAYPOINT AND BEARING
C	 TO TRUE NORTH.
C
SUBROUTINE RABE(POS, RANGE, BEAR,J)
C
DIMENSION POS(2),RANGE(1000),BEAR(1000)
REAL LA1,LO1,LA2,LO2,M,N
DATA PI /3.1415926535898/,A/3443.9174/
C	 COORDINATES OF THE TO WAYPOINT
LA2=0.68467327
L02=1.43521818
C	 COORDINATES OF THE RECEIVER POINT
LAI=POS(1)*PI /180.
L01=POS(2)*PI /180.
FF=1. - 1./298.2
F=1./298.2
OLO=LO1-LO2
TB=FF*TAN(LA1)
TBI=FF*TAN(LA2)
B=ATAN(TB)
BI=ATAN(TBI)
C1=COS(BI)*SIN(DLO)
C2=COS(B)*SIN(BI)-SIN(B)*COS(BI)*;OS(DLO)
C3=SIN(B)*SIN(BI)+COS(B)*COS(Bi)*COS(DLO)
BA=ATAN(C1/C2)
TH=ATAN((C2*COS(BA)+Ci*SIN(BA))/C3)
M=(SIN(B) +SIN(BI))**2
N=((SIN(B)-SIN(BI))/SIN('fH))**2
U=((1.-COS(TH))/SIN(TH))**2
V=(1.+COS(TH); *(TH+SIN(TH))
RANGE (J)=ABS(A *(TH-1v*(M*U+N *V)/4.))
BEAR(J) =BA *180./PI
IF(C2.LE.O.) BEAR(J)=BEAR(J) +180:
1F(C1.LE.O..AND.C2.GE.O.) BEAR(J)=360.+BEAR(J)
RETURN
END
0
r
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